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abstract: Unlike unconditionally advantageous “Fisherian” vari-
ants that tend to spread throughout a species range once introduced
anywhere, “bistable” variants, such as chromosome translocations,
have two alternative stable frequencies, absence and (near) fixation.
Analogous to populations with Allee effects, bistable variants tend
to increase locally only once they become sufficiently common, and
their spread depends on their rate of increase averaged over all fre-
quencies. Several proposed manipulations of insect populations, such
as using Wolbachia or “engineered underdominance” to suppress
vector-borne diseases, produce bistable rather than Fisherian dynam-
ics. We synthesize and extend theoretical analyses concerning three
features of their spatial behavior: rate of spread, conditions to initiate
spread from a localized introduction, and wave stopping caused by
variation in population densities or dispersal rates. Unlike Fisherian
variants, bistable variants tend to spread spatially only for particular
parameter combinations and initial conditions. Wave initiation re-
quires introduction over an extended region, while subsequent spatial
spread is slower than for Fisherian waves and can easily be halted
by local spatial inhomogeneities. We present several new results, in-
cluding robust sufficient conditions to initiate (and stop) spread,
using a one-parameter cubic approximation applicable to several
models. The results have both basic and applied implications.
Keywords: Wolbachia, underdominance, population replacement, spe-
cies invasions, critical propagule size, wave stopping.
Introduction
There is increasing interest in manipulating arthropod
disease-vector and pest populations by introducing ma-
ternally inherited bacteria or genetic elements whose fre-
quency tends to decline when they are rare but increase
once they become sufficiently common (e.g., Brownstein
et al. 2003; Rasgon et al. 2003; Magori and Gould 2006;
Sinkins and Gould 2006; Moreira et al. 2009). These dy-
namics are analogous to those of underdominant chro-
mosome arrangements (i.e., heterokaryotypes less fit than
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both homokaryotyes) that occur in natural hybrid zones
(White 1973, chap. 11). Underdominant karyotypes mo-
tivated early suggestions for genetic manipulation of
disease-vector populations (e.g., Curtis 1968; Whitten
1971). The spatial dynamics of such variants were first
described in the evolutionary genetics literature by Bazykin
(1969) and Barton (1979a) and in the mathematics lit-
erature by Aronson and Weinberger (1975). These dynam-
ics are similar to the population dynamics of invasive spe-
cies with (strong) Allee effects, namely, species that decline
at low densities, so that populations tend to increase only
above a critical density threshold (Wang and Kot 2001;
Taylor and Hastings 2005). These genetic and ecological
systems are “bistable,” possessing two locally stable equi-
libria: one at zero frequency or density and another at high
frequency or density. Spatial locations where transitions
occur between alternative genetic equilibria have been
called “tension zones” (Key 1968; Barton and Hewitt
1989).
Bistable systems are common in applied mathematics,
arising, for instance, in neurobiology (Hodgkin and Hux-
ley 1952; Nagumo et al. 1962, 1965; reviewed in Keener
and Sneyd 2004, chap. 9), the chemistry of combustion
(Zeldovich and Barenblatt 1959), and quantum physics
(Coleman 1977). Spatial models with bistable dynamics
have attracted a great deal of attention from mathemati-
cians (e.g., Aronson and Weinberger 1975; Fife and
McLeod 1977; Bramson 1983), who have generally focused
on the asymptotic behavior of traveling waves, emphasiz-
ing conditions that lead to spread and approximations for
ultimate wave speed. Most analyses of invasions and in-
troductions in population biology also focus on the rate
at which invading species or novel variants spread spatially
(Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997; Taylor and Hastings 2005;
Tobin et al. 2007). We will focus on two other aspects of
bistable spatial dynamics.
The existence of an unstable point means that in an
isolated population, there is a critical frequency that must
be exceeded for local deterministic increase to occur.
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(Throughout, we use “frequency” to refer to the variable
of interest: allele frequency, proportion infected, or pop-
ulation density, relative to carrying capacity.) In spatially
distributed populations, this produces two related effects.
The first we refer to as the “critical propagule size.” If a
spatially concentrated introduction is assumed, how many
individuals must be introduced to initiate an expanding
wave? Obviously, the critical frequency must be exceeded
locally, but over how large an area must this be done—
and by how much must the threshold be exceeded—for
the variant to spread rather than being swamped by im-
migration? The second effect is that unlike “Fisherian
waves” of genetic variants (Fisher 1937) or species (Skel-
lam 1951) that tend to spread throughout the range, ir-
respective of heterogeneities in habitat quality or barriers
to dispersal, waves of advance for bistable variants can
easily be stopped by local decreases in migration rates and/
or increases in population densities (Barton 1979a). This
has been rediscovered as “range pinning” for species in-
vasions (Keitt et al. 2001).
The diffusive spread of an unconditionally favored allele
or species was first analyzed by Fisher (1937), Kolmogorov
et al. (1937), and Skellam (1951). Bazykin (1969) initiated
spatial analyses of bistable genetic models, providing an
explicit solution for the shape of a one-dimensional hybrid
zone under weak symmetric underdominance (i.e., the
special case in which both homozygotes are equally su-
perior to heterozygotes). With asymmetric underdomi-
nance, he asserted that the fitter homozygote would tend
to spread spatially but that its spread would be halted by
barriers to dispersal. Barton (1979a) generalized and ex-
tended Bazykin’s (1969) analysis, providing explicit de-
scriptions of the traveling waves, conditions for wave stop-
ping, and approximations for the critical propagule size
needed to initiate a traveling wave. Barton and Hewitt
(1989) reviewed this work and described in more detail
how tension zones move across heterogeneous landscapes.
Ecologists have focused on the consequences of Allee
effects for species invasions (Lewis and Kareiva 1993; Tay-
lor and Hastings 2005) and have considered both initial
conditions for establishing successful invasions (Lewis and
Kareiva 1993; Soboleva et al. 2003) and conditions for
stopping them (“range pinning”; Keitt et al. 2001). In
contrast to the many useful syntheses of data and theory
concerning wave speeds, there have been relatively few
attempts to relate data or proposed experiments to the
theoretical results concerning critical propagule sizes and
wave stopping (but see Nichols and Hewitt 1986).
We will review, synthesize, and extend the mathematical
results concerning wave speed, the initial propagule size
needed to start a traveling wave, and the nature of in-
homogeneities in population densities and/or migration
rates that stop such waves. We will emphasize the latter
two topics, which are critical to understanding when local
introductions will be successful and how far they might
be expected to spread. Throughout, we will contrast the
behavior of bistable systems with that of “Fisherian” sys-
tems with only one stable equilibrium. We demonstrate
the utility of a one-parameter cubic approximation that
focuses on the position of the unstable equilibrium. This
approximation provides, for instance, empirically useful
and robust sufficient conditions for initiating spatial
spread from a localized introduction, as well as biological
conditions, described as variation in population density,
for stopping these waves. No attempt will be made to
formally derive the central mathematical results, but the
appendixes provide a guide to the analyses, and illustrative
numerical results are provided throughout.
Models
Temporal Dynamics
We will focus on three situations that display bistable pop-
ulation dynamics: underdominant genetic systems, Wol-
bachia infections that produce cytoplasmic incompatibility
(CI) and fitness costs, and an idealized model of Allee
effects. Many other examples can be given (e.g., in game
theory [Hofbauer 1999] and epidemiology [Duerr et al.
2005]), but one of our key messages is that important
features of all of these systems can be understood both
qualitatively and quantitatively in terms of a generic cubic
model described below, which appears in the theoretical
literature of population genetics, ecology, physiology,
chemistry, and physics.
Underdominance. The reference system for our analyses is
chromosome rearrangements, specifically translocations or
inversions, that produce selection against heterozygotes,
as analyzed by Barton (1979a). Their dynamics are well
approximated by those of a diallelic locus. Other genetic
models, involving epistasis among multiple loci, behave in
a qualitatively similar way (Bazykin 1973; Barton 1979a).
For one locus, let p denote the frequency of variant A1
(which might be either an allele or a karyotype). Following
Barton (1979a), we parameterize selection by assigning
fitnesses , , and 1 to genotypes A1A1, A1A2,1 2S 1 s S
and A2A2, respectively. We set to quantify theap S/s
strength of directional selection versus underdominant se-
lection and assume that to make the heterozy-0 ! a ! 1
gotes least fit and A1A1 most fit. (With , we1 ! a ! 0
retain underdominance, but A2A2 becomes the fitter ho-
mozygote.) The change per generation in p is
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sp(1 p)(2p a 1)
Dpp , (1)
1 2ps(a 1 p)
so the unstable equilibrium frequency is
1 a
pˆp . (2)
2
As a approaches 1, the unstable point converges to 0,
corresponding to directional selection for (recessive) A1.
With weak selection, that is, S, , as assumed by thes K 1
continuous-time, continuous-space diffusion approxima-
tions of Fisher (1937), Bazykin (1969), and Barton
(1979a), equation (1) is approximated by
dp
ˆp sp(1 p)(2p a 1)p 2sp(1 p)(p p). (3)
dt
As shown below, approximating the dynamics by this cubic
greatly facilitates analyses and provides a useful reference
(and approximation) for more general models.
Cytoplasmic Incompatibility. We focus on the simplest case
in which the CI-causing bacteria show perfect maternal
transmission; the generalization to imperfect maternal
transmission (Turelli and Hoffmann 1995) is discussed
below. We assume that only a single infection type is pre-
sent in the spatially distributed population. We consider
both discrete-time and continuous-time models. First, we
follow Caspari and Watson (1959) and assume the infec-
tion has only two effects: (i) incompatible crosses (infected
male with uninfected female) produce a hatch rate of
relative to the hatch rate of the three other possibleH ! 1
crosses, all of which are assumed to produce equal hatch
rates, and (ii) infected females are assumed to have relative
fecundity (cf. Weeks et al. 2007).F ≤ 1
If we set and and let p denoteHp 1 s Fp 1 sh f
the frequency of infected adults, the local dynamics are
described by
ˆs p(1 p)(p p)h
Dpp , (4a)
1 s p s p(1 p)f h
with
s fpˆp . (4b)
s h
In this model, the condition for bistability (i.e., simulta-
neous local stability of and ) is ; thatpp 0 pp 1 s 1 sh f
is, the (frequency-dependent) benefit to the infection from
CI must exceed the cost from decreased fecundity. With
weak CI and weak fecundity effects, that is, ,s , s K 1h f
equation (4a) can be approximated by equation (3), with
s hsp ,
2
s fpˆp . (5)
s h
In contrast, the full dynamics described by equations (4)
and equation (1) are not equivalent because the denom-
inators differ slightly. The consequences of strong CI ver-
sus weak CI are discussed below.
To avoid assuming weak CI in our analysis of spatial
dynamics and to accommodate possible life-shortening ef-
fects of Wolbachia (Min and Benzer 1997; Kambris et al.
2009; McMeniman et al. 2009) in a one-dimensional,
continuous-time approximation (rather than a multidi-
mensional age-structure model; Turelli 2010), we consider
a birth-death approximation proposed by J. G. Schraiber
and S. J. Schreiber (personal communication). Their
model, described in appendix A, produces
ˆdp s d p(1 p)(p p)h Ip , (6a)
dt 1 s p s p(1 p)f h
with dI specifying the death rate for infected individuals
and
s s  s  s sr f v f vpˆp p . (6b)
s sh h
As in equations (4), sh measures the intensity of CI, and
sf measures the reduction in fecundity produced by Wol-
bachia infection, whereas sv measures decrease in mean
lifetime, and sr measures the net decrease in fitness.
Allee Effects. In general, Allee effects describe population
dynamics in which the per capita growth rate is maximized
at a nonzero population density, that is, population dy-
namics described by
dn
p ng(n), (7)
dt
with for n near 0. “Strong” Allee effects (Wangdg(n)/dn 1 0
and Kot 2001) describe the more extreme case in which
the net population growth rate, , is negativef(n)p ng(n)
for small n, so that the population will tend to become
extinct locally unless a critical population density is
reached. Rather than repeating the extensive ecological re-
sults for these models (reviewed in Lewis and Kareiva 1993;
Taylor and Hastings 2005), we will simply reference them.
Many of the most influential analyses are based on a qua-
dratic approximation of in equation (7) that producesg(n)
the cubic model, equation (3) (e.g., Lewis and Kareiva
1993; Keitt et al. 2001).
To discuss all of these cases in a common language, we
will refer to the alternative stable states as “loss” versus
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“fixation.” For the ecological model, “fixation” corre-
sponds to reaching a saturation density; for the under-
dominance and CI models, it corresponds to . Ifpp 1
weak mutation (relative to selection) is introduced into
the underdominance model or if imperfect maternal trans-
mission is introduced into a model of strong CI, the al-
ternative stable states correspond to very low versus very
high frequencies of the variants. Moving the positions of
the two alternative stable states slightly has no qualitative
effect on the spatial dynamics (Keener and Sneyd 2004,
chap. 9.2.1).
Dynamics in Space and Time
Diffusion Approximations. Fisher (1937) and Kolmogorov
et al. (1937) introduced the classical diffusion approxi-
mation for allele frequency dynamics in time and space,
assuming a spatially continuous population in which fre-
quency dynamics can be approximated by a differential
equation. They presented no formal justification for this
approximation. Haldane (1948, p. 279) presented a Taylor
series justification, assuming that the distribution of dis-
persal distances is “not too leptokurtic.” For discrete-time
models, such as equation (1), the continuous-time analysis
is usually justified by assuming weak selection, as in Slatkin
(1973), Nagylaki (1975), and Barton (1979a). However,
Turelli and Hoffmann (1991) heuristically applied Barton’s
(1979a) weak-selection partial differential equation (PDE)
approximation to a natural system with strong CI by sim-
ply setting the denominator in equations (4) to 1. This ad
hoc procedure is supported by numerical analyses pre-
sented below.
We assume that local dynamics can be approximated
by , where time t is measured in any conve-dp/dtp f(p)
nient unit such as days, years, or generations. In a one-
dimensional homogeneous habitat, the spatiotemporal dy-
namics of variant frequencies, denoted , where xp(x, t)
indicates position, are approximated by
2 2p j  p
p  f(p). (8)
2t 2 x
Here j2 denotes the variance of distances between the
birthplaces of mothers and offspring if we measure t in
generations (a slightly different definition is used in two
dimensions). Heuristically, this approximation assumes
that the distribution of dispersal distances is not too long
tailed and that local changes are not too abrupt. The ro-
bustness of the results to rapid change and highly lepto-
kurtic dispersal can be addressed with numerical analyses
or with integrodifference equations (IDEs).
Equation (8) remains largely intractable for general
forms of f, but exact results are available for the cubic
approximation (eq. [3]). We will show that after time (and
space) are rescaled, the cubic provides quantitatively ac-
curate (and generally conservative) approximations for the
three questions we address for more detailed models. In
what sense, and to what degree, one can theoretically jus-
tify this approximation remains a challenge for further
study.
Integrodifference Equations. An alternative approach to
dealing with fast local dynamics (e.g., strong selection or
CI) is to retain discrete time while still assuming that the
population is continuously distributed in space. In this
case, we start with the local dynamics
p(t 1)p h(p(t)). (9)
Assuming that local frequency dynamics are followed by
dispersal and that dispersal distances are independent of
location, we can approximate spatiotemporal dynamics by
the IDE

p(x, t 1)p h(p(y, t))k(x y)dy, (10)

where x denotes position and denotes the “dispersalk(x)
kernel” (i.e., distances from the birthplaces of mothers and
offspring). In general, fewer results are available for IDE
models than for PDE models, but some (cited below) clar-
ify the robustness and limitations of conclusions based on
equation (8).
Wave Speed
One Dimension, Homogeneous Environment
Exact Solution for the Cubic Approximation. Equation (8)
can be explicitly solved when is cubic (cf. Keener andf(p)
Sneyd 2004, chap. 9). It is convenient to express the so-
lution in terms of scaled variables. Setting
Tp st,
22sx
2X p (11)
2j
in equation (8) with , we obtainˆf(p)p 2sp(1 p)(p p)
2p  p
ˆp  2p(1 p)(p p), (12)
2T X
where for underdominance, withpˆp (1 a)/2 ap S/s
(eq. [1]) and for CI (eqq. [6]). This same cubicpˆp s /sr h
model is the focus of Lewis and Kareiva’s (1993) influential
theoretical analysis of Allee effects for invading species (see
their eq. [2]).
Assuming directional selection without dominance,
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which corresponds to in equation (8),f(p)p sp(1 p)
and an initial condition of the form asp(x, 0) r 1 x r
and as , Fisher (1937) sought a trav- p(x, 0) r 0 x r 
eling-wave solution for equation (8), that is, a solution of
the form , where c denotes the wavep(x, t)p u(x ct)
speed. For models like this, with a single stable equilibrium
at fixation (and approximately linear dynamics near
), there is a family of solutions with different speeds,pp 0
but fluctuations at the leading edge slow the wave to the
minimum speed, which is determined by solelyf(p)
through the dynamics near , that is, only by thepp 0
selective advantage s for directional selection (Stokes
1976). In contrast, the spatial dynamics of bistable systems
depend on local dynamics averaged over all frequencies
(see eq. [15]; Stokes 1976; Fife 1979b). As with Fisherian
systems, the rate of spatial spread and the form of the
spreading wave depend on initial conditions, but for a
wide range of biologically plausible initial conditions, both
the wave form and its rate of movement depend asymp-
totically only on the parameters of the model (Kolmogorov
et al. 1937; Fife 1979a; Bramson 1983). As shown by Bar-
ton (1979a), a traveling-wave solution of equation (12) is
1
p(X, T)p , (13)
XaT1 e
where is the scaled wave speed. Note that asˆap 1 2p
, the variant frequency falls to 0, whereas asX r  X r
, its frequency rises to 1. This solution assumes an
initial state close to fixation to the left of an arbitrary point
and absent to the right. Alternatively, the wave could
spread in both directions from a local introduction, with
the shape of the leading edges described by equation (13).
Key features of local introductions are discussed below,
but the asymptotic speed of spread is the same for all
conditions that produce spread to fixation (Aronson and
Weinberger 1975).
Two fundamental conclusions emerge from equation
(13). First, if , the fixation state advances.pˆ ! 1/2 (a 1 0)
For underdominant selection, this corresponds to the fitter
homozygote, A1A1, reaching fixation everywhere. (If
, there is still underdominance, but A2A2 is the1 ! a ! 0
fitter homozygote and the fixation state [ ] retreats,pp 1
so that A1 is lost throughout the range.) For weak CI, this
analysis predicts that the CI-causing infection will spread
spatially only if , corresponding to . Thesepˆ ! 1/2 s 1 2sh r
results show a fundamental difference between isolated
and spatially distributed populations. In an isolated pop-
ulation, any variant that shows bistable dynamics can be
driven to fixation as long as enough individuals are in-
troduced to produce an initial frequency p0 above the un-
stable equilibrium . In contrast, for a population uni-pˆ
formly distributed in space, no local introduction, no
matter how extensive, can lead to permanent transfor-
mation throughout the species range unless the variant
satisfies . We show below that for models morepˆ ! 1/2
general than equation (12), the condition for spa-pˆ ! 1/2
tial spread is replaced by a constraint on the parameters
(see eq. [15]) that can be interpreted as , where the∗pˆ ! p
value of is model dependent (but always very near∗p
for the CI models we consider).1/2
The second conclusion is that wave speed, when mea-
sured with respect to the scaled time and space variables,
is proportional to . For the underdominanceˆ1/2 p
model, corresponds to directional selection favoringpˆ r 0
a recessive allele A1; for CI, it corresponds to an infection
with no fitness cost ( ). As , correspondingˆs p 0 p r 1/2r
to more symmetrical underdominance or increasing fe-
cundity cost for a CI-causing microbe, the wave speed falls
to 0. Thus, genetic/cytoplasmic variants with nearpˆ 1/2
will tend to spread very slowly relative to unambiguously
favored variants with . Ecological analyses have em-pˆp 0
phasized that Allee effects slow species invasions (e.g., Kar-
eiva and Lewis 1993; Taylor and Hastings 2005; Tobin et
al. 2007). Transforming to unscaled variables, with time
measured in generations, the asymptotic velocity of spatial
spread, denoted c, is
1
ˆcp j 2s  p (14a)( )2
for the underdominance model and
1
ˆcp j s  p (14b)h ( )2
for the cubic approximation of CI, as given by Turelli and
Hoffmann (1991).
Numerical Solution for Arbitrary f(p): Strong CI. For mod-
els in which is not cubic, such as the CI model (eqq.f(p)
[6]), the conditions for an advancing traveling wave and
the resulting wave speed can be calculated by methods
used by Fisher (1937) and outlined in appendix B. A var-
iant with continuous-time dynamics pro-dp/dtp f(p)
duces a traveling wave of advance if
1
f(p)dp 1 0 (15)
0
(Stokes 1976; Fife 1979b, chap. 4). Hence, the direction
of wave motion depends on dynamics averaged over all
frequencies. In contrast, Fisherian variants essentially al-
ways spread, and their wave speed depends only on dy-
namics at the leading edge, via , the rate of increase′f (0)
near (Stokes 1976; Rothe 1981; Lewis and Kareivapp 0
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Figure 1: Comparison of the scaled wave speed calculated for the
partial differential equation (eq. [8]) with and local dynamicsjp 1
described by the cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI) model (eqq. [6])
with and (so that in eq. [16]) to the analyticals p 1 d p 1 Tp 1h 1
prediction (eq. [16]) based on the cubic approximation. The line is
the analytical prediction for the cubic, ; dots are theˆcp 1/2 p
calculated values for the CI model with (blue), 0.1 (red), ands p 0f
0.25 (brown).
1993). For Fisherian systems, long-distance dispersal can
dramatically increase wave speed (Mollison 1977; Kot et
al. 1996), whereas bistable waves are much less sensitive
to non-Gaussian dispersal (Wang et al. 2002). Stokes
(1976) refers to these qualitatively different regimes as
“pulled” versus “pushed” waves, respectively. The distinc-
tion is that a few long-distance migrants can pull a Fish-
erian wave forward, whereas bistable waves need sufficient
migration to push the leading edge over the unstable point.
(See app. B for a more detailed discussion of Stokes 1976.)
For the CI model (eqq. [6]), we can find parameter
combinations that make the integral in equation (15) 0;
this bounds the parameters consistent with spatial spread.
These bounds can be used to specify a critical value of the
unstable point, denoted , such that if , the fixation∗ ∗ˆp p ! p
state advances (i.e., for all x as ), whilep(x, t) r 1 t r 
if , the fixation state retreats ( ). If∗pˆ 1 p p(x, t) r 0
, criterion (15) produces ∗ˆf(p)p ap(1 p)(p p) p p
, as seen from the analytical solution (eq. [13]). For1/2
equations (6), we focus on complete CI ( ) and sets p 1h
without loss of generality (this corresponds to mea-d p 1I
suring time in units of the average lifetime for infected
individuals). With , , as in the cubic model,∗s p 0 p p 1/2f
but as sf increases, slowly increases, reaching only 0.54
∗p
with . Thus, the constraints imposed by equations p 0.5f
(15) on the parameters of the CI model (eqq. [6]) are very
similar to , which arises from the cubicpˆ ! 1/2
approximation.
As shown by J. G. Schraiber and S. J. Schreiber (personal
communication), the wave speed for the CI model (eqq.
[6]) can be obtained using the method described in ap-
pendix B. It is useful to compare the numerically obtained
wave speed with the cubic approximation, analogous to
equation (14b),
s 1h ˆcp j  p (16)( )2TI
(here time is measured in days). Figure 1 shows how the
wave speed varies with (and hence with sv) whenpˆ
and , 0.1, or 0.25, in comparison with thes p 1 s p 0h f
speed predicted by equation (16). Overall, the approxi-
mation is close to the actual wave speed but systematically
underestimates it. Underestimation is expected because by
ignoring the denominator in equation (6a), the cubic ap-
proximation underestimates the rate of local fixation that
moves the wave forward. Because of the relative accuracy
of the cubic approximation for all of the questions we
address, we will focus primarily on the one-parameter spa-
tial model (eq. [12]).
Integrodifference Result and More General Models. IDE
models are valuable tools for understanding the effects of
rapid local changes and long-tailed distributions that are
incompatible with the diffusion approximation, equation
(8) (Mollison 1977; Kot et al. 1996). One general result
is that whether a variant spreads is independent of the
form of the dispersal function, as long as it is symmetrical.
Wang et al. (2002) have shown that for model (10) with
symmetric dispersal, fixation spreads as a traveling wave
if and only if
1
(h(p) p)dp 1 0. (17)
0
Because , this result is directly analogousDpp h(p) p
to equation (15). When applied to the discrete-time CI
model (eqq. [4]) with , this condition implies thats p 1h
the CI-inducing infection will spread only if pˆp s ≤f
, which again is close to the constraint ( ) thatˆ0.54 p ! 1/2
arises from the cubic. In contrast to wave direction, as-
ymptotic wave speed does depend on the form of dispersal,
with “heavier tails” producing faster waves. Heavy-tailed
distributions, such as the Laplace (or “reflected exponen-
tial,” ) or the more extreme exponentialaFxFk(x)p (a/2)e
square root model ( ), can increase
1/22 a(FxF)k(x) (a /4)e
wave spread well above that predicted by the reaction-
diffusion PDE (eq. [12]; Schofield 2002; Wang et al. 2002).
Nevertheless, as indicated by Wang et al. (2002, fig. 4) and
additional numerical results kindly provided by M. Kot
(personal communication), bistable (vs. Fisherian) wave
speed is much less sensitive to dispersal tails, and bistable
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systems do not show accelerating waves, which can occur
with Fisherian systems.
Neubert and Caswell (2000) provide useful methods for
calculating wave speeds in age- or stage-structured pop-
ulations, but their methods are restricted to Fisherian sys-
tems (e.g., multiple loci with directional selection). No
comparable results seem available for bistable systems.
Heterogeneous Environments and Two Dimensions
To understand the dynamics of spatial spread in two di-
mensions and the consequences of barriers to dispersal,
we first consider how spatial heterogeneity affects one-
dimensional waves.
Variation in Density and Dispersal in One Dimension. If
population density varies, then variants found inr(x)
denser regions tend to spread because of asymmetry in
net migration. To see this, consider the following gener-
alization of equation (8) (Nagylaki 1975; Barton 1979a),
2 2p j  p  log (r(x)) p
2p  j  f(p). (18)
2t 2 x x x
If we seek a traveling-wave solution of equation (18) in
the form , we find that must satisfyp(x, t)p P(x ct) P(z)
2j  log (r(x))′′ 2 ′0p P  c j P  f(P). (19)[ ]2 x
Thus, the form of the solution, P, will be independent of
the density gradient, with the only difference being the
speed. That is, if c0 is the speed in the absence of a density
gradient, the speed with a constant density gradient is
 log (r(x))
2cp c  j (20)0
x
(Barton 1979a). This shows that wave movement is slowed
by increasing population density. A gradient in the dis-
persal rate, or asymmetric dispersal, induces wave move-
ment in a way that is precisely analogous to a density
gradient; hence, we assume symmetric dispersal without
loss of generality (Nagylaki 1975, 1978a; Barton 1979a;
Lewis and Kareiva 1993).
Equation (20) indicates that a wave traveling through
a homogeneous environment at rate c0 will be stopped if
it encounters a constant population density gradient steep
enough to make . This holds whether the underlyingc ≤ 0
dynamics are Fisherian or bistable. In particular, a Fish-
erian wave can be halted or reversed if it faces an infinitely
extended density gradient that is sufficiently steep. This
reflects the fact that favored alleles can be swamped by
sufficient immigration of less fit alleles. However, it is bi-
ologically unrealistic to consider steep density gradients of
infinite length, and unlike bistable waves, Fisherian waves
will not be stopped by density gradients (or barriers to
dispersal) that are bounded. The critical observation is that
a small trickle of migration beyond an unfavorable density
gradient would allow a Fisherian wave to continue its
spread, whereas a bistable wave may be permanently halted
because much more migration is necessary to push the
wave into an area dominated by the alternative equilib-
rium. We discuss this further when we consider conditions
that halt traveling waves.
Variation in dispersal can be handled similarly. With
variable dispersal distances (but constant population den-
sity), the density gradient term in equation (18) is replaced
by ; thus, a constant gradient in dispersal2[j (x)/x](p/x)
changes wave speed from c to . Similarly, with2c j (x)/x
asymmetric dispersal, a mean shift by a distance m per
generation changes wave speed to . These effects ofcm
variation in density and dispersal distances, and asym-
metric dispersal, on wave speed hold regardless of how
selection acts and apply even to multidimensional systems,
described by frequencies of multiple alleles or age classes.
For the spread of a species with an Allee effect, the
analogue of a density gradient might be a gradient of car-
rying capacity, but unlike underdominance and CI sys-
tems, the position of the unstable point is likely to change
as a function of the local capacity. Asymmetric dispersal
or a dispersal gradient has the same effect on species spread
that it has on the spread of genetic or cytoplasmic variants
(Lewis and Kareiva 1993; Lutscher et al. 2007). With a
gradient in log fitness that varies in space, we expect move-
ment at a speed proportional to the gradient averaged
across the width of the wave.
Two Dimensions. Barton (1979a) and Barton and Hewitt
(1989) show how the one-dimensional model and its
wave-speed calculations can be extended to two dimen-
sions. In two dimensions, we interpret j2 as the variance
in dispersal distance along any axis. (This implies that the
average Euclidean distance between the birthplaces of
mothers and daughters is , assuming Gaussian dis-1/2j(p/2)
persal.) It is simplest to consider radially symmetric so-
lutions, which provide useful guidance for the expected
behavior of introductions in nature (cf. Lewis and Kareiva
1993; Soboleva et al. 2003), but this is not straightforward.
With radial symmetry, the two-dimensional analogue of
equation (8) is
2 2 2p j  p j p  log (r) p
2p   j  f(p). (21)
2t 2 r 2r r r r
There is no exact, radially symmetric traveling-wave so-
lution. However, if the radius of the wavefront is large,
there will be a close approximation to a one-dimensional
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Figure 2: Comparison of wave speed in one and two dimensions for the cubic model. The dynamics are illustrated by a local introduction
that is just sufficient to initiate a wave of advancing fixation. This figure illustrates a radially spreading wave starting with a Gaussian initial
condition as described below. A shows the numerical solution of equation (21). B shows the area under this frequency function (red) and
compares it with that expected if the wave were simply a cylinder of height 1 whose radius expanded according to equation (25) (blue,
under red). C shows the cross section of the radially symmetric solution at (scaled) times , 20, 40, ..., 200. In this example, ˆTp 0 pp
( ). The initial condition is Gaussian shaped, with the variant frequency set to 1 at the center and the variance of the Gaussian0.35 ap 0.3
just large enough to avoid the swamping effects of migration ( ). The constant k is chosen in equation (25) to match the numericalV p 7.810
solution at the largest time examined (using the approximation for large x; Corless et al. 1996).W(x) ∼ log (x) log (log (x))
standing wave, given by the solution to equation (19) but
with the coefficient of changed to′ 2P c j  log (r)/r
. The radius r, of course, changes across the cline,2j /2r
but if the wavefront is narrow relative to the radius, then
it can be taken as approximately constant. Thus, the
swamping effect of gene flow changes the wave speed by
, independent of . (More precisely, if the variant2j /2r f(p)
frequency gradient is negligible outside some interval
, then the change in wave speed must be withinr ! r ! r 
the range .)2 2j /2r ! Dc ! j /2r 
The central qualitative result can be understood most
simply for the scaled cubic model, described by equation
(12) in one dimension. For one dimension, the wave speed
in scaled units (see eq. [11]) is simply . Inˆap 2(1/2 p)
two dimensions, we focus on radially symmetric waves,
using the scaled units
22sr
2R p ,
2j
Tp st. (22)
Let denote the position of the midpoint of the radiallyZ(T)
spreading wave, that is, the value of R at time T for which
. If the fixation state is spreading radiallyp(R, T)p 0.5
outward from an initial introduction, the scaled asymp-
totic wave speed is identical in one and two dimensions,
but on the basis of the discussion above, the wave initially
moves more slowly, with speed approximated by
1
cp a . (23)
Z
If the wave were moving at exactly the speed given by
equation (23), we could approximate the dynamics of
byZ(T)
dZ 1
p a , (24)
dT Z
which implies that
1 2a (Tk)1Z(T)p 1W e , (25){ [ ]}a
where k is a constant that can be chosen to meet boundary
conditions and is defined as the real solution ofW[x]
(Lambert’s W function; Corless et al. 1996).W[x]xp W[x]e
For small x, , and for very large x,W[x] ∼ x W[x] ∼
. Hence, as expected, the wave travels asymptoticallylog [x]
at rate as long as it starts at .ˆap 2(1/2 p) Z 1 1/a
The utility of these approximations is illustrated in fig-
ure 2. The numerical solution of equation (21) is closely
approximated by equation (25) (fig. 2B). As predicted by
equation (23), the wave spreads relatively slowly initially
but rapidly approaches the constant asymptotic wave speed
a, predicted from the one-dimensional analysis (fig. 2C).
Wave Initiation: Critical Propagule Size
It is obvious that a successful introduction must produce
a local frequency above because dispersal from the sur-pˆ
rounding uninvaded area will tend to reduce p even as
local dynamics are trying to increase it. However, it is not
obvious how far above the unstable point the initial fre-
quency must be or over what area the unstable equilibrium
must be exceeded.
The problem of characterizing introductions that will
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produce traveling waves, which we refer to as the “critical
propagule size,” is closely related to the problem of de-
termining critical patch sizes (and migration rates) con-
sistent with maintaining a locally adapted genotype or spe-
cies. Critical patch size has been addressed by ecologists
(Skellam 1951; Kierstead and Slobodkin 1953) and pop-
ulation geneticists (Slatkin 1973; Nagylaki 1975). Barton
(1987) found the probability of fixation of a locally favored
allele as a function of its position. For bistable dynamics,
Barton (1979a) found the critical propagule size for a
weakly advantageous allele, and Lewis and Kareiva (1993)
dealt with the analogous ecological problem arising with
Allee effects. Soboleva et al. (2003) discussed the two-
dimensional problem, emphasizing the importance of the
unstable equilibrium that separates the stable states.
Several questions concerning critical propagule size can
be considered, including the following three, presented in
descending order of difficulty. First, what is the minimum
propagule size (in terms of numbers of individuals intro-
duced) that can produce a wave of advance? This seems
to be a difficult problem, with no published solution or
general numerical algorithm even for the simple cubic
model (eq. [12]). Second, how does the critical propagule
size vary with the initial spatial profile? For instance, trav-
eling waves assume a specific asymptotic form. Do initial
propagules with this profile require fewer or more indi-
viduals than required if a constant frequency is introduced
over a circle (or square or star)? This specific question is
amenable to straightforward numerical analysis. A third
question—likely to be directly relevant to practical appli-
cations—is even simpler to address numerically. Assuming
that an introduction will produce a fixed initial frequency
over a circle in two-dimensional space, how does the min-
imum introduction diameter needed to start a wave of
advance vary with the initial frequency and the position
of the unstable equilibrium? We will use the cubic ap-
proximation to show that this final question has a relatively
simple and empirically useful answer and that this ap-
proximation provides a conservative bound for the CI
model (eqq. [6]). However, we first illustrate some general
features of introductions that lead to traveling waves in
one dimension.
One Dimension: “Critical Bubbles” versus Initial
Conditions Leading to Global Fixation
With dispersal, the initial frequency at the center of an
introduction area must be higher than the unstable equi-
librium value because migration will act to equalize fre-
quencies across space. In general, the total number that
must be introduced for fixation to spread depends on the
initial configuration. In one spatial dimension, there is a
unique unstable equilibrium configuration for a localized
introduction that can be explicitly calculated for the cubic
approximation. When there are two stable equilibria in
isolated populations, there are also two in a spatially ex-
tended population: loss everywhere or fixation everywhere.
These two spatially homogeneous equilibria are separated
by a family of unstable equilibria. A trivial unstable equi-
librium is the spatially homogeneous one in which the
frequency is everywhere at the local unstable equilibrium.
More interesting solutions are symmetrical unimodal dis-
tributions that describe a “critical bubble” in which the
local increase driven by the frequency dynamics isf(p)
exactly balanced by the local decrease caused by migration.
(There is a one-dimensional family of these unstable equi-
libria because they can be centered anywhere, assuming
spatial homogeneity; Coleman [1977] termed these
“instantons.”)
In one dimension, Rouhani and Barton (1987) explicitly
found the critical bubble by using a method analogous to
one used by Haldane (1948) in his pioneering cline article
(see app. C). The frequency at the center of the bubble,
denoted , isp˘(a)
a 1
˘ p(a)p 1  a(3 a). (26)
3 3
As (i.e., ), , as expected for a Fisherianˆ ˘p r 0 a r 1 p(a) r 0
system, whereas as ( ), , indicatingˆ ˘p r 1/2 a r 0 p(a) r 1
a local initial frequency far above the unstable equilibrium.
Integrating their formula for the critical bubble, Rouhani
and Barton (1987) obtained a function that is pro-M(a)
portional to the total number that must be introduced to
start a wave of fixation, assuming the critical bubble as
the initial configuration,
a(a 3)
M(a)p log . (27)( )3 a 3 1 a
Note that although as (because a veryM(a) r  a r 0
weakly favored variant with near cannot resistpˆ 1/2
swamping very well), the total size increases only loga-
rithmically. In general, swamping effects are stronger in
two dimensions, as illustrated below. Although equation
(27) provides a sufficient number to initiate global fixation,
this number is not necessary. Other initial conditions that
cut through the critical bubble (see eq. [C4]), for instance,
a constant initial frequency p0 over an interval of length
2L, can initiate global fixation with a smaller initial release
than predicted by equation (27). We will illustrate this in
appendix C for two dimensions.
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Figure 3: “Critical radii” in two dimensions as a function of the
position of the unstable point . Dots are numerically determinedpˆ
values of the minimum radius (in units of scaled space; eq. [22]) of
a release that produces an advancing wave of infection, assuming an
initial frequency p0 within a circle (see text and eq. [28] for a more
precise description of the initial condition). The figure shows the
effects of varying the (i) unstable point, (ii) initial frequency, and
(iii) model. Blue dots correspond to and red to ;p p 0.6 p p 0.80 0
large dots are obtained from the cubic model and small dots from
the cytoplasmic incompatibility model (eqq. [6]) with ands p 1h
(so that ).ˆs p 0 pp sf v
Two Dimensions: Sufficient Conditions to
Initiate an Advancing Wave
In two dimensions, there is no explicit solution analogous
to equation (C4) for the critical bubble, no clear connec-
tion between the critical bubble and initial conditions suf-
ficient to initiate a wave of advance, and no explicit so-
lution for the form of the traveling wave (although an
asymptotic approximation is available in the case of radial
symmetry). In appendix C we discuss the critical bubble
and key features of initial conditions that can start a wave
of advance. Here, we focus on a relatively simple question
of practical importance. Suppose we release in a circle of
radius R, producing some maximal achievable frequency,
say, or 0.8. What is the critical radius, Rcrit, re-p p 0.60
quired to initiate an advancing wave of fixation, and how
does Rcrit change with p0, , and the underlying local dy-pˆ
namics described by ? We already know that for thef(p)
cubic model as , but how quickly doesˆR r  p r 1/2crit
this happen? Because numerical solutions of equation (21)
with discontinuous initial conditions are difficult, we sim-
plify further by using an initial condition with smooth
edges, of the form
p0p(R, 0)p , (28)
n(RR )01 e
where n is moderately large, for example, 10 (the value
used in the calculations presented below), to reasonably
approximate a step function; R is measured in scaled units
(eq. [11]).
Figure 3 shows the critical radius against forpˆ p p0
(blue dots) and (red dots). Figure 3 gives0.6 p p 0.80
results for both the cubic model (large dots) and the
continuous-time CI model (small dots; with ands p 1h
so that ). Note that correspondsˆs p 0 pp s R p 0f v crit
to a nonnegligible introduction because we use initial con-
dition (28). An important feature of these results for the
cubic is the relative insensitivity of Rcrit to both the initial
frequency and the position of the unstable point, as long
as it is not too near the critical value . In particular,pˆp 1/2
an advancing wave of fixation will be produced for any
and for any introduction frequency above aboutpˆ ! 0.35
0.6, as long as the introduction is made over a radius of
about five dimensionless dispersal units. Hence, although
as , relatively modest introductions canˆR r  p r 1/2crit
be effective as long as is not too close to . Given thepˆ 1/2
uncertainly of estimating model parameters in nature and
calibrating the initial frequency produced by an experi-
mental introduction, this provides useful guidance for field
releases.
Figure 3 also shows that the values of Rcrit obtained for
the cubic model are always above those of our CI model.
As in our wave-speed comparison, this result makes in-
tuitive sense because the denominator in the local dynam-
ics with strong CI is less than 1, leading the cubic tof(p)
underestimate the tendency of the CI-causing infection to
spread. For the CI model, figure 3 focuses on the limiting
case with and so that the single free pa-s p 1 s p 0h f
rameter is . As expected from the heuristic argumentpˆp sv
about local dynamics, the values of Rcrit are even smaller
with and (so that ) because the de-ˆs p 1 s p 0 pp sh v f
nominator of is further reduced and increasedf(p) f(p)dp∫
(see eq. [10]). For instance, with , , ands p 1 s p 0h f
, Rcrit is 1.166 (3.46) when (0.35) butˆp p 0.8 pp 0.050
only 1.156 (2.76) with , , and . Fors p 1 s p 0 p p 0.8h v 0
the cubic model, the corresponding values of Rcrit are 1.285
and 3.99. This suggests that for many models of selection-
like dynamics, the cubic model may provide robust and
conservative approximations for both wave speed and con-
ditions to initiate spread. As indicated below, our simple
approximations for wave initiation are also likely to be
robust to changes in the exact shape of the introduction
area.
To convert from the dimensionless units to physical
distances, we use the scaled variables (eq. [23]). For the
CI model, we can set , but the interpretation ofsp s d /2h I
j2 as the variance in dispersal distance along each axis in
each generation requires . Hence, with complete CId p 1I
(i.e., ), the scaled spatial variable R in equation (23)s p 1h
and in figure 3 is simply distance measured in units of
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the average standard deviation of dispersal distances per
generation.
Lewis and Kareiva (1993) presented an asymptotic ap-
proximation for the critical introduction threshold when
is near . They indicate that although the asymptoticpˆ 1/2
wave speed for a successful invasion is independent of the
exact shape of the initial introduction, the rate of initial
spread may be increased by using a “corrugated” boundary
versus a “smooth” boundary for the propagule, because
initial wave speed is proportional to the length of the
interface between invaded and uninvaded areas (see Lewis
and Kareiva 1993, pp. 154–155). The practical implication
is that analyses, like those in figure 3, based on a circular
introduction area likely provide a lower bound for the rate
of initial spread.
Wave Stopping
As illustrated by equation (20), wave speed is affected by
changes in population density and dispersal rates; a trav-
eling wave will speed up when going “downhill” (i.e., mov-
ing from areas of higher population density and/or mi-
gration to areas with lower density/emigration). Increases
in density can slow or stop both Fisherian and bistable
waves. However, realistic inhomogeneities are much more
likely to halt bistable “pushed” waves than Fisherian
“pulled” waves because a few long-distance dispersers will
not suffice to reestablish bistable wave movement. The
analogous phenomenon associated with invading species
subject to Allee effects is called “range pinning” (e.g., Keitt
et al. 2001). Stopping bistable waves was discussed qual-
itatively by Bazykin (1969) and quantitatively by Barton
(1979a) and Barton and Hewitt (1989).
In general, the movement of the tension zone between
alternative stable states through a heterogeneous habitat
can be understood as minimizing a potential function,
defined by Barton (1979a) and Barton and Hewitt (1989)
and described in appendix B. The tension zone moves so
as to minimize its length but maximize the area covered
by the “favored” state (as defined by eq. [15]). As shown
by equation (20), the zone tends to move to regions of
low density and dispersal. One can imagine a tension zone
as a heavy elastic band that rests on a landscape whose
height corresponds to the local neighborhood size (pro-
portional to the product of local population density and
variance of distances between birthplaces of mothers and
offspring; Wright 1943, 1946): the zone tends to contract
(minimizing the region of contact between the alternative
stable states), to slide downhill, and to move outward when
one type is favored over the other. As illustrated below,
the effects of even mild heterogeneity in population struc-
ture (which effectively produce directionally biased dis-
persal) will often outweigh the inherent tendency of the
interface to move (as determined by local dynamics; eq.
[15]). Thus, populations are readily trapped at the “un-
favorable” local equilibrium (Barton 1979a; Barton and
Hewitt 1989). The idea of a potential function is a useful
heuristic but also provides alternative derivations for some
of the quantitative results described below (Barton 1979a).
It is easiest to understand the interaction of migration
and local dynamics with discrete demes. Hence, before
dealing with inhomogeneities in spatially continuous pop-
ulations, we consider the much simpler case of an island
that receives immigrants from a continent. This illustrates
that unlike Fisherian variants, which spread for any level
of migration across a metapopulation, bistable variants
spread only if migration exceeds a critical threshold. Bar-
riers in continuous space effectively reduce local migra-
tion. In appendix D, we show that as long as is not toopˆ
close to (e.g., ), the simple “wave-stopping”ˆ1/2 p ≤ 0.35
condition derived from the mainland-island case closely
approximates the conditions obtained with two popula-
tions that symmetrically exchange migrants and a linear
array of discrete demes with nearest-neighbor migration.
We focus on the cubic approximation (eq. [3]) but show
for the simplest (island-mainland) and most complex (spa-
tial continuum) scenarios that the CI model (eqq. [6])
produces quantitatively similar results.
Because we focus on continuous-time approximations,
the interpretation of the migration parameter between dis-
crete demes merits comment. In discrete-time models,
“immigration rate” is typically the fraction of the popu-
lation after immigration composed of new immigrants. If
we assume a continuous immigration rate m but measure
time in generations, the comparable per-generation mi-
gration parameter is . For plausible mi-mm p 1 egen
gration rates, say, , these parameter values arem ≤ 0.2gen
within 10% of each other.
Island-Continent Model
Following Haldane (1930), we consider an island that re-
ceives immigrants at rate m from a mainland in which a
favored bistable variant (i.e., one satisfying criterion [15])
has fixed frequency pm. Consider first the cubic model (eq.
[3]), with (and ). We will contrastˆ0 ! a ! 1 pp (1 a)/2
the cases in which the favored variant is absent ( )p p 0m
versus fixed ( ) on the mainland, assuming the is-p p 1m
land is initially fixed for the opposite state. If , thep p 0m
equilibrium frequency on the island satisfies
0p 2Mp pq(p q a), (29)
where and is the scaled migrationqp 1 p Mp m/(2s)
rate. If , the favored2 2ˆM ≤ M p (1 a) /16p (1 p) /4crit
variant is maintained locally at a stable equilibrium fre-
quency of
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Figure 4: Equilibrium frequency in a single island, plotted against the scaled immigration rate when the island is initially fixedMp m/(2s)
for one stable state and the mainland is fixed for the alternative. Solid lines show the stable equilibrium for the cubic model (eq. [3])∗p
with (red), 0.3 (blue), and 0.1 (black), corresponding to , 0.4, and 0.8, respectively. The dashed lines show the correspondingpˆp 0.5 ap 0
equilibria for the cytoplasmic incompatibility model (eqq. [6]) with , , and (so that ). A, Mainland fixed ford p 1 s p 1 s p 0 Mp mI h f
the less favored state ( ). B, Mainland fixed for the favored state ( ). Note that the scale is different in the two graphs,p p 0 p p 1m m
demonstrating how much more easily immigration of a favored equilibrium state leads to “swamping” of the island.
1∗ 2p p 3 a (1 a)  16M . (30)( )4
As M increases toward , the stable equi-2ˆM p (1 p) /4crit
librium frequency declines toward ,ˆ(3 a)/4p (1 p)/2
which is always greater than , and then collapses to 01/2
(fig. 4A). This qualitative observation concerning the in-
teraction of migration and local selection originates with
Haldane (1930) and was elaborated by Nagylaki (1975,
1977, chap. 6).
The equilibria for the converse case with canp p 1m
be obtained by interchanging the roles of p and q in equa-
tion (29) and changing the sign of a. Hence, if M ≤
, the favored variant is maintained on2 2ˆ(1 a) /16p p /4
the island at a stable equilibrium frequency of
1∗ 2p p 1 3 a (1 a)  16M . (31)( )4
If we assume the island initially has as M increasespp 0
toward , the stable equilibrium frequency in-2ˆM p p /4crit
creases gradually from 0 toward , which is always lesspˆ/2
than , and then it flips to 1 (fig. 4B).1/4
It is trivial to extend these analyses to other models,
and Telschow et al. (2007) have analyzed a discrete-time
CI model. In figure 4, we contrast results for the cubic
model (eq. [3]) with those for the CI model (eqq. [6]),
assuming , , and . Note that when CId p 1 s p 1 s p 0I h f
is complete, the scaled migration rate M is simply m. Figure
4A shows that the CI model behaves much like the cubic,
but its denominator increases the “effective selection” by
a factor , which shifts the migration∼ 1/(1 s p s pq)f h
threshold to the right. Allowing with fixed shiftsˆs 1 0 pf
the CI results slightly farther. A similar rightward shift is
seen in figure 4B, suggesting that a wave of advance for
CI-causing Wolbachia will take slightly more migration
than indicated by the cubic model. A qualitatively similar
but smaller effect is seen in our continuous-space analysis
below.
Figure 4 shows that migration of a favored equilibrium
more easily leads to “swamping” of the island, and the
bias becomes increasingly pronounced as decreases. Forpˆ
instance, when , the scaled migration rate requiredpˆp 0.2
for swamping by the favored allele is only ,2pˆ /4p 0.01
whereas the unfavored equilibrium can swamp the favored
state only for . Hancock et al.2ˆM 1 (1 p) /4p 0.16
(2011) use an explicit model of larval density regulation
to show that the critical migration rate can vary several-
fold, depending on the details of density regulation, with
strong density regulation (which effectively lowers im-
migration) requiring higher immigration. On the other
hand, their figure 1, whose parameter values produce an
unstable point of , shows that as the immigrationpˆp 0.26
rates increases, the stable infection frequency on the island
goes from 0 to a value near 0.13 before jumping to 1,
which closely matches our analytical approximation.
In appendix D, we extend this simple analysis to (i) two
populations exchanging migrants at a rate m in each di-
rection and (ii) an infinite stepping-stone of demes con-
nected by nearest-neighbor migration at rate to eachm/2
neighbor. For the two-population case, we seek the max-
imum migration rate that allows one population to remain
predominately infected while the other remains predom-
inantly uninfected. For the stepping-stone model, we seek
the critical migration rate that allows all populations to
the left of some point to remain predominately infected
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Figure 5: Curve shows the critical barrier strength, Bcrit, just sufficient
to stop wave advance, as a function of the unstable equilibrium
frequency for one dimension under the cubic model (eq. [3]). Dotspˆ
show the corresponding results for the cytoplasmic incompatibility
model (eqq. [6]) with , , and . See appendix Dd p 1 s p 1 s p 0I h f
for derivation.
while those to the right remain predominantly uninfected.
If is small to moderate (e.g., ), the critical mi-ˆ ˆp p ≤ 0.35
gration rates for both models can be very accurately ap-
proximated by the simple island-continent result with an
uninfected island. Namely, with two demes, the critical
scaled migration rate is approximatelyMp m/(2s)
2 2
ˆ(1 a) p∗M p p . (32)
16 4
With a linear array of demes, the migration rate to each
neighbor is only half as large, so the approximate bound
on M becomes
2 2
ˆ(1 a) p∗M p p . (33)
8 2
Figures D1 and D2 in appendix D illustrate the accuracy
of these approximations for .pˆ ≤ 0.35
Continuous Populations in One and Two Dimensions
A natural framework for understanding wave stopping in
continuous populations is the idea of “barrier strength,”
developed to describe how the flow of neutral alleles is
hindered by various local obstacles. Just as a barrier to
water flow in a stream will cause a sudden drop in water
level, a local barrier to the diffusion of genes causes a
sharp step in allele frequency, Dp, which is proportional
to the allele frequency gradient on either side, (Na-p/x
gylaki 1976; Barton 1979b, 1986; Barton and Bengtsson
1986). (An asymmetric barrier has different gradients to
the left and right; we discuss symmetric local barriers first
and then various sorts of asymmetrical barriers.) The
strength of a localized barrier to gene flow is measured by
Dp
Bp , (34)
p/x
where is the gradient adjacent to the barrier. Thisp/x
specifies the distance over which allele frequency would
change by Dp if were to continue unchanged. Top/x
understand this measure of barrier strength, note that the
net flux of neutral alleles at any point x0 is proportional
to the allele frequency gradient at that point. This can be
seen as follows. The dynamics of neutral alleles diffusing
in space are described by equation (8), with .f(p)p 0
Consider a neutral allele whose frequency approaches con-
stancy ( ) as . If changes in allele fre-p/xp 0 x r
quency occur only because of migration J, the flux of alleles
past x0 must equal the net change in allele frequency to
the left of x0. Thus, using equation (8), Jp
,x x0 02 2 2 2(p/t)dxp (j /2) ( p/x )dxp (j /2)(p(x )/x)∫ ∫  0
which by definition (34) is .2(j /2)(Dp/B)
Barrier strength can be measured in several ways. Most
directly, the rate at which individuals cross a point gives
the flux J, which can be combined with estimates of dis-
persal distance to estimate . (If the rate of individualsDp/B
crossing is measured, rather than flux of a particular var-
iant, .) If there is a cline in an effectively neu-2Jp (j /2)/B
tral allele or additive genetic trait, B can be estimated from
(where p is interpreted as the mean trait valueDp/(p/x)
in the polygenic case). Finally, the scaled covariance in
allele frequencies across the barrier, compared with the
covariance on either side, gives an estimate of barrier
strength (Nagylaki 1978b; Barton 2008). These three meth-
ods are applied by Barton and Gale (1993) to data from
a chromosomal cline.
Although B is defined with reference to neutral alleles,
it also usefully describes the effects of local barriers on
Fisherian and bistable variants. For advantageous alleles,
local barriers cause a very small delay in spread, which
increases only logarithmically with B (Pialek and Barton
1997). The delay is minimal because only a few favorable
alleles have to cross the barrier for spread to occur. In
contrast, as illustrated by our treatment of discrete demes,
much more migration is needed to permit the spread of
bistable variants. Here, we determine the minimum barrier
strength, denoted Bcrit, sufficient to stop an advancing bi-
stable variant; B has dimensions distance, and distance is
scaled to in the usual way (see eq. [11]). After1/2j/(2s)
scaling, Bcrit for the cubic model is a function only of a,
or, equivalently, ; Bcrit can be found nu-pˆp (1 a)/2
merically for any bistable variant by using the method
described in appendix D. Figure 5 shows Bcrit as a function
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of for both the cubic model (eq. [3]) and the CI modelpˆ
(eqq. [6]; with ). Both models give very similar val-s p 0f
ues, and curve fitting provides simple expressions for the
limiting cases. For the cubic, Bcrit is linear for small a
( ); it diverges as ( ).3/2B ∼ 9a a r 1 B ∼ 3.3(1 a)crit crit
Hence, as , a slight barrier ( ) willˆ ˆp r 1/2 B ∼ 18(1/2 p)crit
stop the wave, whereas for low unstable thresholds, pˆ r
, only extreme barriers ( ) are effective.3/2ˆ0 B ∼ 1.2pcrit
Patches of Reduced Density in One Dimension. Barton
(1986) shows how to calculate local barrier strength for
various scenarios, the simplest being locally reduced pop-
ulation density or dispersal distances. Suppose that pop-
ulation density is constant at level r0 outside of (x , x )1 2
but falls as described by for . Starting withr(x) x ! x ! x1 2
equation (18), which describes the effects of density var-
iation, Barton (1986) derives
x2
2
r0Bp  1dx. (35) [( ) ]r(x)
x1
Variation in dispersal, , has an identical effect, and2j (x)
both density and dispersal variation can be treated si-
multaneously by replacing in equation (35) withr(x)
, which is proportional to neighborhood size in2r(x)j (x)
two dimensions (Wright 1943, 1946; Barton 1986). Hence,
if density (or dispersal) is reduced by roughly half over a
region of length L, that would produce a barrier of strength
, where L is measured in the scaled spatial unitsB ≈ 3L0.5
used in figure 5. In contrast, a fivefold density reduction
would produce . For the Wolbachia model (eqq.B ≈ 24L0.2
[6]) with complete CI ( ), space is measured in unitss p 1h
of average dispersal distances per generation over the re-
gion outside . Thus, figure 5 suggests that if ˆ(x , x ) pp1 2
, halving population density over a patch of length 2j0.25
would suffice to stop a Wolbachia wave of advance, whereas
a fivefold density reduction over less than 0.3j would stop
wave motion (but see below for a more accurate analysis
of small barriers). Variants with (0.1) would bepˆp 0.15
stopped by fivefold density reduction over about 0.7j
(1.5j), while variants with (0.45) would bepˆp 0.4
stopped by twofold density reduction over only 0.6j
(0.3j). Although we describe the barrier in terms of re-
duced population density, the wave is actually halted by
the increase in density that follows, just as a ball rolling
downhill can be stopped by a local dip in the surface.
This application of local barrier strength calculations is
heuristic. Obviously, reducing the population density by
an arbitrary amount over a distance much smaller than j
cannot affect wave behavior. Similarly, very small reduc-
tions of population density over distances that are much
greater than the width of the traveling wave will also have
no effect. (If we follow Endler 1977, wave width is defined
as ; for the cubic, this is .) Hence,1/21/ max (Fp/xF) 4j/(2s)
the calculations above are expected to pertain to regions
of reduced density/dispersal that are roughly between 0.5j
and . To quantify this intuition, we performed1/28j/(2s)
numerical calculations for a one-dimensional array of dis-
crete demes linked by approximately Gaussian dispersal
so that the standard deviation of the dispersal distance was
roughly two demes wide (and hence most dispersal oc-
curred within six demes). When we took a fixed number
of demes, which varied from 3 to 15, density was succes-
sively lowered until the wave was just stopped. Our cal-
culations were performed with the cubic model, assuming
and , so that . With , theˆsp 0.1 ap 0.2 pp 0.4 jp 2
characteristic length scale is . The analytical1/2 1/2j/(2s) 20
theory based on equations (34) and (35) predicts that
bistable waves with should be stopped by localpˆp 0.4
barriers (in scaled units) of . According toB p 1.83crit
equation (35), if density is reduced to a fraction r of the
baseline over a patch of length L, . Hence,2Bp L(r  1)
as L varies, one can compare the numerical values of
with the analytically predicted valuesr (obs)crit
1/2
Bcrit
r p 1 . (36)crit ( )L
For L (measured in units of ) between 1 and 2.5,1/2j/(2s)
the predicted values from equation (36) are within 5% of
the observed values, which range from roughly 0.6 to 0.75
(numerical results not shown). However, for longer spatial
scales, the analytical theory underestimates the density re-
duction needed to stop the wave, as expected. For instance,
with , equation (36) predicts butLp 3.35 r p 0.804crit
.r (obs)p 0.754crit
Step Increases in Density in One Dimension. Real habitats
can obviously involve large areas ( ) over which den-L k 1
sity and/or dispersal are reduced or increased. Advancing
bistable waves accelerate temporarily when they encounter
reduced population density and decelerate or stop when
density increases (effectively because of asymmetric dis-
persal). To complement our analysis of symmetrical local
barriers, we seek the minimum increase in population den-
sity that will stop a bistable wave. To address this, we
consider wave motion across a landscape with a sharp rise
in density so that the density to the right of some point,
x0, is a multiple r of the density to the left. Such local
barriers can slow but not stop a Fisherian wave. For bi-
stable waves, the question is, What value of r is just suf-
ficient to stop wave motion? This cannot be addressed
using local barrier calculations based on equation (34) but
can be addressed numerically with either the diffusion
approximation or discrete demes. The diffusion-based ap-
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Figure 6: Increases in population density r that are just sufficient to stop wave advance in one (A) and two (B) dimensions under the
scaled cubic model. A gives one-dimensional results for a semi-infinite step as a function of the unstable point . B presents two-dimensionalpˆ
results for circular regions of increased density with radius R, assuming that (gold), 0.25 (red), or 0.4 (blue). Dots are numericallypˆp 0.1
determined values, slanted lines are regression fits to the numerical values, and horizontal lines are the one-dimensional results from A.
proach of appendix D can be generalized to find analytical
constraints that must be satisfied by rcrit. Except for lim-
iting cases, the resulting equations must be solved nu-
merically. For the scaled cubic, figure 6A shows how rcrit,
the critical density increase, depends on . With ,ˆ ˆp pp 0.4
0.25, and 0.1, , 2.10, and 4.53, respectively. Asr p 1.31crit
shown next, these results also help us understand wave
stopping in two dimensions.
Invading Patches of Increased Density in Two Dimensions.
In general, two-dimensional barriers have received rela-
tively little attention, in part because they can vary infi-
nitely in size and shape. However, our one-dimensional
results concerning steps in population density suggest a
natural class of two-dimensional analogues. Consider an
area of radius R in which the population density increases
by a factor of r above that of the surrounding area. If we
assume the scaled cubic model, figure 6B plots the value
of r that is just sufficient to stop wave motion as a function
of R for , 0.25, and 0.4. Note that both axes arepˆp 0.1
logarithmic, so that produces values of rcrit muchpˆp 0.25
closer to those produced by than by , asˆ ˆpp 0.4 pp 0.1
expected from figure 6A. Once the scaled radius R is near
10, the values of rcrit approach those found from our one-
dimensional analysis of indefinitely long stretches of in-
creased density (fig. 6A). Note that if , smallpˆ ≤ 0.25
regions ( ) in which density rises even by a factor ofR ≤ 1
10 will be swamped by waves of advance of favored bistable
variants.
What is most striking about these results is that even
strongly “pushed” waves with will be unable topˆp 0.1
expand out of unfavorable habitats that support up to 20%
of the population density of large adjacent regions that are
more favorable. Hence, as emphasized by Barton (1979a)
and Barton and Hewitt (1989), “trapped” tension zones
are expected to be common in nature. Caveats are con-
sidered below.
Stochastic Effects from Finite Population
Sizes and Density Fluctuations
How will random fluctuations perturb the interface be-
tween alternative equilibria? Any fluctuation in variant fre-
quencies or in population density will ultimately shift the
wave position, and the resulting drift of position can be
found by averaging over the distribution of fluctuations
(Barton 1979a). If the forces maintaining the interface are
the same everywhere, it is possible to find general ex-
pressions for the shift caused by any initial fluctuation.
These drift effects are superimposed on a base state that
can be either a neutrally stable wave, say, with ,pˆ ≈ 1/2
one whose tendency to move is just balanced by a steady
density gradient or on a wave that is moving at a steady
rate. Barton (1979a) showed that in one dimension, ge-
netic drift causes the position of tension zones to move
as a Brownian motion with variance , where w is2∼ w t/N
the cline width and N is the number of individuals within
one cline width. Random fluctuations in population den-
sity also cause a steady spatial diffusion. Density fluctu-
ations have the greatest effect when they persist for a long
time and are correlated over spatial scales of the same
order as the cline width w. In two dimensions, different
segments of the interface move in different directions, and
so random fluctuations are much less effective: at any
point, the interface will typically move ∼t1/4 after time t,
compared with ∼t1/2 in one dimension.
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How do stochastic fluctuations alter the deterministic
predictions concerning local and spatial dynamics? For
isolated populations, Lande (1987) showed that demo-
graphic stochasticity can have major implications for eco-
logical models by producing Allee-like effects. In contrast,
for genetic or cytoplasmic variants, we do not expect qual-
itatively new effects from sampling drift, unless initial
propagule sizes are extremely small, in which case the
probability of local fixation can become significant in small
populations even for (e.g., Jansen et al. 2008).ˆp ! p0
More complex stochastic effects can occur in spatially
distributed populations when variation is maintained at
equilibrium, preventing global fixation. We can ask at what
rate will a population randomly shift from one equilibrium
to a new, more favorable equilibrium? In other words, at
what rate will a critical propagule be established by chance?
For disruptive selection on a quantitative trait with fixed
genetic variance, Rouhani and Barton (1987) analytically
approximated the rate of shifts in a two-dimensional pop-
ulation as , where Nb is the neighbor-∼ exp [Nb/(6a)]
hood size. Thus, stochastic shifts are likely only when Nb
is small and the selective asymmetry high (i.e., soa ∼ 1
that ). Also, reestablishment of the less favored statepˆ K 1
by chance is almost impossible in any large region. The
most likely path during such a shift is for a small region
to move to the unstable equilibrium state (eq. [B4] for
small a) and then spread outward. The more biologically
relevant case of underdominance at a single locus (or the
simplest version of the Wolbachia model) is analytically
intractable. However, scaling arguments and simulations
show that random shifts depend in a similar way on neigh-
borhood size and selective asymmetry (Barton and Rou-
hani 1991).
If the tension zone is trapped at a local barrier (e.g., a
local region of low density), at what rate will it escape?
Barton (1979a) showed that fluctuations in density are
likely to be more effective than sampling drift in such a
situation and gave an approximation for the rate of escape
from a local density trough. If one imagines a bistable
wave with that tends to move forward, in a het-pˆ ! 1/2
erogeneous habitat the interface can be trapped at a suc-
cession of local barriers, and its overall rate of movement
will depend on the rate at which it can jump from one to
the next. Barton (1979a, fig. 3) showed that the net rate
of spatial spread can be substantially reduced by slight
variations in log density.
Discussion
We have relied on two approximations to describe the
spread of “bistable” variants. We approximate gene flow
by spatial diffusion at a rate given by the variance of dis-
tance between parent and offspring along any axis, j2, and
we approximate local dynamics by a cubic function with
two parameters, s and . Under these two approximations,pˆ
we simplify further by expressing time and distance relative
to their characteristic scales, and . This leaves1/21/s j/(2s)
just one parameter to describe qualitative behavior: , thepˆ
local threshold frequency above which the variant starts
to increase deterministically. We have compared these ap-
proximations with more detailed models that incorporate
discrete time, discrete space, and strong selection and find
that they are accurate over a broad range of conditions.
Our idealized analyses do not describe the detailed dy-
namics of any specific system; however, we argue that they
have several advantages. First, detailed models depend on
many parameters, which typically cannot be measured ac-
curately. Thus, quantitative predictions may be less infor-
mative than those from simpler, more robust approxi-
mations. Second, the role of the various parameters in a
complex model is typically obscure, and so even if such
models can make accurate quantitative predictions, they
may still not provide much qualitative understanding. Fi-
nally, the diffusion approximation with cubic dynamics
focuses attention on three key parameters (j2, s, and ),pˆ
and in many cases, it makes explicit predictions from them.
Given how closely the resulting quantitative predictions
match those from a more detailed model of CI, field ob-
servations should concentrate on estimating these three
quantities.
Our analyses have assumed that the stable equilibria are
at 0 and 1. However, mutation and imperfect maternal
transmission can perturb these equilibria. For instance, in
the California Drosophila simulans–Wolbachia system, im-
perfect maternal transmission and incomplete CI pro-
duced a stable equilibrium infection frequency of roughly
93% throughout the state after the wave of Wolbachia
spread from southern California (Turelli and Hoffmann
1995; Weeks et al. 2007; Carrington et al. 2011). As shown
by Keener and Sneyd (2004, chap. 9), such perturbations
introduce no fundamental change in the deterministic re-
sults we discuss. The frequency variable p can simply be
rescaled to (0, 1) in the same way that the dynamics of
populations subject to Allee effects can be transformed by
scaling population size relative to the carrying capacity.
However, the effects of stochastic fluctuations do change
qualitatively if the stable states are polymorphic rather than
fixed; a shift to an alternative equilibrium (especially one
that is favored according to criterion [15]) is greatly fa-
cilitated by initial variation (Barton and Rouhani 1991).
Implications for Population Transformation
As stated in “Introduction,” our analyses were motivated
by proposals to introduce cytoplasmic or genetic variants
that transform insect populations to make them less harm-
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ful. What are the practical implications of the results we
present? First, only bistable variants that satisfy condition
(15) will spread, no matter how much effort is exerted in
trying to introduce them. For underdominance, this means
that the unstable equilibrium for the desired variant must
satisfy , meaning that the introduced variant mustpˆ ! 1/2
be fitter as a homozygote (or homokaryotype) than the
“wild type.” Both the continuous-time CI model (eqq. [6])
and the corresponding discrete-time Caspari and Watson
(1959) model (eqq. [4]) produce essentially the same con-
straint on . This result suggests that it may be difficultpˆ
to control dengue fever or other diseases by releasing Aedes
aegypti that carry the life-shortening, CI-causing Wolba-
chia wMelPop (cf. Rasgon et al. 2003; McMeniman et al.
2009). Given that wMelPop halves life length and also
seems to reduce fecundity, at least under field-cage con-
ditions (Walker et al. 2011), the analyses of Turelli (2010)
and J. G. Schraiber and S. J. Schreiber (personal com-
munication) indicate that the unstable point may be well
above . However, reduced viability may not occur until1/2
late in life, and Wolbachia effects are likely to differ under
field conditions versus laboratory conditions (Turelli and
Hoffmann 1995). Moreover, life shortening may be un-
necessary to control dengue with Wolbachia because
both life-shortening (wMelPop) and non-life-shortening
(wMel) Wolbachia from Drosophila melanogaster suppress
various microbes, including the dengue virus, when in-
troduced into A. aegypti (Moreira et al. 2009; Walker et
al. 2011). Field experiments are under way to estimate the
unstable point for wMel-infected A. aegypti. From the rel-
atively rapid spread to near fixation of wMel in two natural
Australian populations, it is plausible that is less thanpˆ
0.3, suggesting that constraint (15) will be easily satisfied
(Hoffmann et al. 2011). Our numerical results indicate
that the analytical wave-speed prediction (eq. [16]) pro-
vides a useful lower bound for spread in a relatively ho-
mogeneous habitat.
Perhaps our most useful result concerns the effort re-
quired to initiate spread of a bistable variant. Condition
(15) sets an absolute bound on variants that can spread,
but figure 3 indicates that as this bound is approached, a
prohibitive effort is required to initiate the wave, which
would subsequently spread only very slowly (see eqq.
[14]). Hence, only variants with are plausiblepˆ ≤ 0.35
candidates for practical population transformation. To ini-
tiate their spread, it suffices to introduce the variant with
an initial frequency above 0.6 over a circular area whose
radius is on the order of five times the scaled dispersal
distance, . For Wolbachia variants that produce1/2j/(2s)
complete CI, such as wMel in A. aegypti, this is simply
five times j, the standard deviation of distances between
the birthplaces of mothers and their offspring along any
axis. As indicated by equations (14) and figure 2, the sub-
sequent wave should spread at a moderate pace. Both the-
oretical (Schofield 2002; Wang et al. 2002) and empirical
(Turelli and Hoffmann 1991, 1995) results indicate that
these predicted wave speeds may significantly underesti-
mate actual wave speed if the dispersal distribution is
highly leptokurtic, with long-distance dispersal more prev-
alent than expected under a Gaussian dispersal model.
Our results in figures 5 and 6 illustrate the relative ease
with which bistable waves are stopped by environmental
inhomogeneities that alter population densities and/or dis-
persal rates. These analyses indicate that even for highly
favored variants, with as low as 0.1, it is much easier topˆ
initiate a wave of advance than to insure its continued
spread. Relatively minor increases in population density
produce asymmetrical dispersal that can trap a traveling
wave. In general, bistable waves will move at a constant
rate across a homogeneous landscape and accelerate when
they encounter negative gradients of population density.
However, unlike Fisherian variants that can effectively
jump over local increases in population density, bistable
waves are relatively easily stopped by such barriers. The
existence of hybrid zones, which in northern latitudes typ-
ically formed by secondary contact after the last glaciation
(Barton and Hewitt 1985), indicates that such interfaces
may be trapped by local barriers or environmental tran-
sitions for thousands of generations. This point is em-
phasized by figure 6, which indicates the levels of popu-
lation density variation that are likely to halt waves of
favored variants. An important caveat is that our analyses
assume that the spreading variants do not significantly alter
population sizes. There is currently no evidence for ap-
preciable population-size effects associated with Wolbachia
spread, but Hancock et al. (2011) have shown that such
effects can alter quantitative predictions about introduc-
tion rates needed to initiate spread.
Our wave-stopping predictions have important practical
implications. Attempts at population transformation in-
volving localized introduction should begin in areas of
relatively high population densities that will serve as
sources for spread into surrounding areas with equal or
lower density. Waves emanating from such sources will
spread until they reach areas where they are forced to move
up density gradients or jump barriers to dispersal. Hence,
to transform large spatial areas, one can either initiate the
wave at many local density peaks or choose one and then
seed other population peaks with individuals collected
from the surrounding lower-density areas once the variant
has spread. Notably, after an introduced wave has begun
to propagate successfully, no additional releases of lab-
reared individuals may be needed.
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Ecological Implications
For populations subject to Allee effects, the unstable equi-
librium can be interpreted as the fraction of the carryingpˆ
capacity at which the per capita growth rate becomes pos-
itive. Several ecological reviews (e.g., Taylor and Hastings
2005; Tobin et al. 2007) have focused on the role of Allee
effects in slowing range expansions. As shown by equations
(23) and (24) and illustrated in figure 2 (cf. eq. [16] of
Lewis and Kareiva 1993), such waves initially spread very
slowly and then accelerate to the asymptotic speed de-
scribed by equations (14). This initial acceleration of in-
vasion fronts subject to Allee effects was emphasized in
Viet and Lewis’s (1996) analysis of house sparrow spread.
As noted by Lewis and Kareiva (1993), asymptotic speed
is proportional to ( ).ˆ1/2 p
Given our focus on purposeful introductions, our re-
sults concerning wave initiation in figure 3 can perhaps
be best interpreted ecologically as guidelines for intro-
ducing (or reintroducing) species subject to Allee effects.
However, our deterministic analyses provide simple rules
of thumb that can be confounded by stochastic effects and
environmental heterogeneity (e.g., Leung et al. 2004;
Schreiber and Lloyd-Smith 2009). Our discussion of wave
stopping with discrete demes is analogous to the “range-
pinning” results of Keitt et al. (2001). Our approximation
(33) concerning the minimum amount of (scaled) migra-
tion that produces an advancing (vs. trapped) wave de-
scribes the numerical results illustrated in their figure 3.
This is expected, given that their discrete-deme population
dynamic model (Keitt et al. 2001, eq. [4]) is equivalent to
our stepping-stone model for variant frequencies (eq.
[D6]).
The ecological interpretation of our results concerning
spatial heterogeneity for continuously distributed popu-
lations is more subtle because Allee effects are expected
to be proportional to absolute population sizes. Hence, as
carrying capacities change spatially, we would expect topˆ
change as well. Specifically, as carrying capacities fall, we
expect values of produced by Allee effects to rise, so thatpˆ
species invasions are likely to be stopped by falling carrying
capacity. In contrast, for bistable genetic and cytoplasmic
variants, we expect the unstable point to remain relatively
constant across environmental gradients and the resulting
waves would tend to be stopped by local increases, rather
than decreases, in population density.
Implications for Wolbachia Population Biology
and General Evolutionary Processes
Wolbachia came to the attention of population biologists
through Laven’s (1951, 1959) description of a patchwork
of bidirectionally incompatible variants of Culex pipiens
across Europe and northern Africa. Laven (1959) suggested
that maternally inherited incompatibility might contribute
to speciation, an idea that has been championed by Werren
and his collaborators (e.g., Werren 1998). Hoffmann and
Turelli (1997) conjectured that the contact zones between
the alternative Culex types could be interpreted as trapped
tension zones. This conjecture can be tested by determin-
ing the geographic stability of the mosaic of incompatible
types or by assessing whether their boundaries occur at
barriers to dispersal. Such tests remain to be done. Models
of stable Wolbachia tension zones have been reviewed by
Engelsta¨dter and Telschow (2009), and these models have
been adapted to examine whether such tension zones
might lead to speciation by reinforcement (Telschow et al.
2005, 2007). Both theoretical and empirical analyses in-
dicate that relatively narrow contact zones are not con-
ducive to reinforcement (Sanderson 1989; Noor 1999; Tur-
elli et al. 2001; Servedio and Noor 2007). Consistent with
this expectation, the only empirical example of Wolbachia-
associated reinforcement involves a pair of Drosophila spe-
cies showing unidirectional incompatibility and broadly
overlapping ranges (Jaenike et al. 2006).
The most perplexing feature of our analyses is that rel-
atively slight density variation should stop bistable Wol-
bachia waves, yet there is at least one empirical example
of rapid spread across hundreds of kilometers of hetero-
geneous rural landscape (Turelli and Hoffmann 1995).
This example is confounded by extensive human-mediated
dispersal (Turelli and Hoffmann 1991). It may also be
confounded by the fact that Wolbachia-conferred protec-
tion from natural viruses (Hedges et al. 2008; Teixeira et
al. 2008) may eliminate the unstable equilibrium in some
times or places, making the wave Fisherian rather than
bistable (cf. Jaenike et al. 2010; Himler et al. 2011). Re-
cently initiated field releases of Wolbachia-infected A. ae-
gypti (Hoffmann et al. 2011) will provide data for testing
of our wave-stopping and wave-speed predictions. Spread-
ing waves can ratchet forward through seasonal and/or
random environmental fluctuations that push the unstable
equilibrium or local densities downward, even when av-
erage conditions suggest that waves should be trapped
(Barton 1979a).
It has been argued that the movement of tension zones
plays a role in both adaptation and speciation—most no-
tably in Sewall Wright’s (1931) “shifting balance” theory
of adaptation and M. J. D. White’s (1968) model of “sta-
sipatric speciation.” Incipient species are distinguished by
genetic incompatibilities that will necessarily be main-
tained at a sharp interface when the diverging populations
meet in a parapatric distribution. For speciation to be
completed, further differences must accumulate at the ten-
sion zone until reproductive isolation is complete and/or
ecological divergence allows sympatry. Random movement
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of the tension zone may usually cause loss of one or an-
other form before this process can lead to speciation. The
prevalence of hybrid zones makes it likely that they play
some role in speciation, though this may be simply as a
marker of essentially allopatric divergence.
The movement of tension zones is central to Wright’s
(1931) “shifting balance” theory of adaptation. Wright
supposed that species are typically subdivided into a myr-
iad of regions, each close to a different “adaptive peak.”
Better-adapted peaks tend to spread for a variety of rea-
sons, all involving movement of the tension zones that
separate them. While Wright’s theory has been influential
in motivating studies of population structure, little atten-
tion has been paid to the directional movement required
for it to be a systematically adaptive process (though see
Mallet and Joron 1999). Coyne et al. (1997) review the
many reasons that make selection among “adaptive peaks,”
as envisaged by Wright (1931), an implausible general con-
tributor to adaptation, compared with selection among
individuals. Though the theory we have reviewed and ex-
tended was originally developed to understand how move-
ment of tension zones may contribute to adaptation and
speciation, its applications to biocontrol and species in-
vasions are likely to be more important.
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APPENDIX A
Continuous-Time Cytoplasmic Incompatibility Model
J. G. Schraiber and S. J. Schreiber (personal communi-
cation) have proposed a continuous-time, deterministic
birth-death model of cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI) that
allows for viability effects without requiring the multidi-
mensional age-structured formalism proposed by Turelli
(2010). Their model has five parameters: , de-Hp 1 s h
scribing CI intensity as in equations (4), plus two describ-
ing the birth rates for infected versus uninfected (bI and
bU) and two describing their death rates (dI and dU). We
can quantify fecundity effects with and vi-b /b p 1 sI U f
ability effects with , whered /d p 1 s p T /T T pU I v 1 U 1
is the mean life span of infected individuals. The in-1/d I
fection frequency dynamics can be approximated by
dp p(1 p)[b d  b (pH 1 p)d ]1 U U Ip . (A1)
dt pb  (1 p)b [pH (1 p)]I U
This produces the equilibrium infection frequency
1 (b d /b d ) s  s  s sI U U I f v f vpˆp p , (A2)
s sh h
which is identical to the equilibrium expression derived
by Turelli (2010, see eq. [17]) for a discrete-time model
of overlapping generations, assuming a stable age distri-
bution and that the intrinsic growth rate of a monomor-
phic infected population is 1. As noted by J. G. Schraiber
and S. J. Schreiber (personal communication), cor-b/d
responds to the net reproductive rate in this continuous-
time model. Thus, if we set and andb /d p r b /d p rI I I U U U
define , the unstable equilibrium becomesr /r p 1 sU I r
srpˆp , (A3)
s h
which generalizes equation (4b). Similarly, equation (A1)
can be rewritten as equation (6a), which provides a
continuous-time analogue of equations (4) that accounts
for both viability and fecundity effects. With weak CI and
small fecundity effects, that is, , equation (6a)s , s K 1h f
reduces to equation (3), with
s dh Isp ,
2
sr
ap 1 2 . (A4)( )s h
APPENDIX B
Wave Speed
Direct Calculation of Wave Speed
We first review the classical method for determining wave
speed, as discussed, for instance, by Keener and Sneyd
(2004, chap. 9). In one dimension with spatially homo-
geneous density and (symmetric) dispersal, we focus on
monotone-decreasing traveling-wave solutions p(x, t)p
, for which as ,P(x ct)p P(z) P(z) r 1 z r – P(z) r
as , and as . From equation0 z r  dP(z)/dz r 0 z r
(8), P(z) must satisfy
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2 2j d P dP
0p  c  f(P). (B1)
22 dz dz
If we multiply equation (B1) by and then integratedP/dz
over all z, the first term on the right vanishes because
as , the second term is , and2dP/dz r 0 z r c (dP/dz) dz∫
the final term is , which is just f(P)(dP/dz)dz∫
. Hence, c satisfies1 f(P)dP∫0
1 f(P)dP∫0
cp , (B2) 2(dP/dz) dz∫
which implies that the sign of determines the sign1 f(P)dP∫0
of c (i.e., criterion [15]). In particular, increases forp(x, t)
ever-increasing x as t increases if .1 f(P)dP 1 0∫0
To find c, we follow Fisher (1937) and think of ,dP/dz
the slope of the monotonic traveling-wave solution, as a
function of P rather than z, so that 2 2d P/dz p
. If we let ,(d/dz)dP/dzp (d/dP)(dP/dz)dP/dz G(P)p dP/dz
equation (B1) becomes a first-order, nonlinear ordinary
differential equation for the gradient ,G(P)
2j dG
0p G  cG f(P), (B3)
2 dP
with boundary conditions . As argued byG(0)p G(1)p 0
Keener and Sneyd (2004, chap. 9), for bistable systems,
there is a unique c that produces a solution for equation
(B3) satisfying these boundary conditions. Near 0, we ex-
pect the solution to be approximately linear, so that
with (because increasing P correspondsG(P)p lP l 1 0
to decreasing z). Equation (B3) produces a quadratic for
l whose relevant solution is
1
2 2 ′lp c c  2j f (0) . (B4)( )22j
If we start with a trial value of c and a small initial value
, equation (B4) produces an initial value problemP K 10
for equation (B3) that can be easily solved numerically to
obtain . The goal is to find a value of c for which theG(1)
numerical solution satisfies . This procedure, theG(1)p 0
standard “shooting method” for solving nonlinear bound-
ary value problems (Faires and Burden 2002, chap. 11),
reduces the search for c to finding the root of a nonlinear
equation defined in terms of numerical solutions to equa-
tion (B3).
If for , corresponding to beingf(P) 1 0 0 ! P ! 1 Pp 1
the only stable equilibrium, equation (B3) leads to a family
of traveling-wave solutions: narrow clines that move slowly
or broad clines that move rapidly. For , there is′f (0) 1 0
a unique minimum wave speed, . If2 ′ 1/2c p (2j f (0))min
for , the traveling wave converges′f(P) ! Pf (0) 0 ! P ! 1
to this speed (Fisher 1937; Kolmogorov et al. 1937; Stokes
1976). In this case (termed a “pulled wave” by Stokes
[1976]), the speed is determined by the rate of increase
at the leading edge. In contrast, if for some′f(P) ! Pf (0)
P, there is a minimum wave speed larger than
that is determined by the full form of .2 ′ 1/2(2j f (0)) f(P)
Stokes (1976) termed this a “pushed wave.” This term
covers the bistable models we analyze and some cases of
uniformly favorable alleles, for example, a favorable re-
cessive, for which .′f (0)p 0
A Potential Function
Consider the general version of the scaled one-dimensional
model (eq. [12]),
2p  p
p  f(p). (B5)
2T X
Let . We focus on spatial spread; hence,pF(p)p f(y)dy∫
we consider a spatial position Y where the spreading var-
iant has already reached fixation and define

2
1 p
Hp  F(p) dX. (B6) [ ( ) ]2 X
Y
Thus,

2H p  p F(p) p
p  dX. (B7) ( )T X XT p T
Y
Using integration by parts to evaluate the first term, as-
suming as , we findp/X r 0 X r
 Y
2
2H p  p p
p   f(p) dXp  dX, (B8) 2( ) ( )T T X T
Y 
as noted by Barton (1979a). Hence, the dynamics de-
scribed by equation (B5) minimize H at equilibria. The
first term in equation (B6) represents the effects of dis-
persal, which reduces the squared gradient, and the second
term represents the effects of the local dynamics, f(p)p
. Note that when applied to one-locus selection,F/p
is not mean fitness, which may decrease under theF(p)
joint effects of selection and migration.
The potential function can be used to heuristically cal-
culate how the basic wave solution (eq. [13]) is affected
by various perturbations without explicitly solving the as-
sociated partial differential equations. We assume that p
decreases monotonically from 1 to 0. Consider a wave of
constant shape traveling at constant speed, which is cur-
rently centered at some point Z. For the cubic model,
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
2
1 p 2p
2 2Hp  p q  a 1 dX. (B9) {( ) [ ( )]}2 X 3
Y
As the wave moves, there is a constant contribution to H
that is independent of the position of the wave from the
first term in equation (B9) and from the second term
across the transitional region over which p decreases from
1 to 0. An additional contribution of the second term
changes linearly with the wave position Z. If we denote
the wave speed by c, . In the region wheredZ/dTp c
, the second term on the right-hand side of equationpp 0
(B9) contributes 0; in the region where , it contrib-pp 1
utes . Hence, as Z moves, H p constant soa/3 aZ/6
that . To determine wave speed, note thatH/Tp ac/6
for a traveling wave equation (B8) implies
 1
2
H P P
2 2p c dZp c dP. (B10) ( )T Z Z
Y 0
Using the wave solution (eq. [13]), , soP/Zp P(1 P)
this final integral is just . Hence, . In this case,1/6 cp a
we already know the wave speed, but the argument above
can be used even when we do not, if we can assume that
the wave shape is approximated by equation (13), so that
. Extensions of the potential to two di-2H/Tp c /6
mensions are presented and applied by Barton (1979a)
and Barton and Hewitt (1989).
APPENDIX C
Critical Propagule Size
Critical Bubble in One Dimension
We consider the “critical bubble” in one dimension, that
is, the unimodal unstable equilibrium. The central results
are presented by Rouhani and Barton (1987), who draw
on the method outlined by Coleman (1977). They show
that the critical bubble for the scaled equation (12) with
(and ) must satisfyf(p)p pq(p q a) qp 1 p
p
2
p 2p
2 2p 2 f(y)dyp p q  a 1 . (C1)( ) [ ( )]X 3
(This follows from eq. [B1] with ; also see eq. [D9].)cp 0
The frequency at the center of the bubble, denoted ,p˘(a)
satisfies , so from equation (C1),p/Xp 0
a 1
˘ p(a)p 1  a(3 a). (C2)
3 3
Rouhani and Barton (1987) used equation (C1) to find
the bubble shape under which the effects of local dynamics
and dispersal just balance at each X. If we consider that
as a function of p and assume that the bubble isX 1 0
centered at , equation (C1) implies thatXp 0
X 1
p . (C3)
2p p {q  a[1 (2/3)p]}
If we integrate equation (C3) and assume that the bubble
is centered at 0, the value of that produces eachX 1 0
value of is˘p ! p(a)
1 3 p
Xp log 1 p a 1( ){ [  31 a p a(3 a)
2p
2 1 a (1 p)  a 1 . (C4)( )]}3
An important feature of this curve is that any initial spatial
configuration that is everywhere above equationp(x, 0)
(C4) will produce a traveling wave leading to global fix-
ation. Conversely, any initial configuration that isp(x, 0)
everywhere below equation (C4) will produce global loss.
By integrating equation (C4) over space, we obtain a func-
tion (eq. [27]) that is proportional to the total num-M(a)
ber that must be introduced to start a wave of fixation,
assuming that the configuration is equation (C4).
Critical Bubble versus Critical Propagule
Size in Two Dimensions
We can seek a critical initial propagule size that will be
just sufficient to allow spread and that minimizes the num-
bers released. Any initial condition that is just sufficient
to allow spread defines a critical surface that separates the
alternative outcomes of loss or fixation: we term these
“critical initial distributions.” On the basis of extensive
numerical analyses, we find that trajectories near these
critical initial distributions evolve toward a characteristic
“critical bubble,” an unstable equilibrium in two dimen-
sions analogous to equation (C4), before expanding to
fixation or collapsing to loss. We can trace the total num-
bers as the population evolves along this path: the solution
we seek must minimize the initial number but produce
increasing numbers (e.g., fig. C1B). Soboleva et al. (2003)
show that asymmetric initial states (e.g., an asymmetric
[correlated] Gaussian, concentrated along one axis; their
fig. 4) can spread, even if its maximum height is lower
than that of the critical bubble. Our numerical calculations
of the same model confirm this. However, our calculations
show that any critical initial distribution that just allows
spread evolves toward the symmetrical critical bubble and
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that critical initial distributions that minimize either mass
or maximum height are symmetrical. One can also find
asymmetric critical initial distributions, which may have
lower mass or height than the critical bubble, but as far
as we can tell, these do not minimize the mass or the
maximum frequency required. The subtle connection be-
tween critical initial distributions and the critical bubble
is easiest to understand in a limiting case.
Although the critical bubble has not been analytically
determined for two dimensions, it can be approximated
as ( ), corresponding to the limit at whichpˆ r 1/2 a r 0
invasion is slowest. As shown by Rouhani and Barton
(1987), for small a, the bubble is large, with scaled radius,
denoted , proportional to and cross section pro-∗R 1/a
portional to . This is roughly a radially sym-
∗(RR )1/[1 e ]
metric version of the traveling-wave solution (eq. [13]) in
one dimension. It suggests that in two dimensions, when
is near (a small), the introduced type must be spreadpˆ 1/2
over a very large area to overcome swamping. Note that
as , critical bubble size (analogous to in eq.a r 0 M(a)
[27]) increases as in two dimensions but only as1/a
in one dimension. (Lewis and Kareiva [1993] log (a)
also show that the critical radius for successful introduc-
tion approaches infinity at the rate .) This in-1ˆ(1/2 p)
dicates that the swamping effects of dispersal are signifi-
cantly greater in two dimensions, as indicated in our
discussion of wave speed (see eq. [23]). In addition, this
asymptotic solution illustrates that the minimum number
needed to initiate a wave of advance may be much smaller
than the number under the critical bubble. To see this,
consider a population with small a. The critical bubble
has the invading type close to fixation within a circle of
radius ∼ . Yet an introduction of approximately half as1/a
many individuals, with frequency just over withinpˆp 1/2
the circle, will increase to near fixation within the circle,
approach the critical bubble, and then spread outward, as
illustrated in figure C1. Figure C1 illustrates that when we
begin near a critical initial distribution, the local frequency
dynamics leading to near fixation in the introduction area
occur on a much more rapid timescale than spatial spread.
Because initial introductions substantially smaller than
suggested by the critical bubble can initiate waves of fix-
ation, characterizing the critical bubbles is not central to
engineering successful introductions.
Figure C1: Wave initiation and speed in two dimensions, illustrated by a local introduction that is just sufficient to initiate a wave of
advancing fixation. The calculations use the scaled cubic model with ( ), and B illustrates the distinctive timescales of localˆap 0.1 pp 0.45
frequency increase versus spatial spread. With , spread requires the radius of the initial introduction to be rather larger than andaK 1 1/a
the frequency larger than . We used and , which is just above the critical propagule size. A showspˆp (1 a)/2p 0.45 p p 0.6 R p 12.50 0
the rapid initial local increase at , 1, ..., 5 (red), which is followed by the much slower subsequent spread ( , 200, ..., 700;Tp 0 Tp 100
blue). Throughout, the fit to (not shown) is extremely close. B shows the increase of total mass (area under the frequencycp a (1/R)
distribution) over time; note the logarithmic scale. The mass rapidly increases locally at the critical bubble but then hovers there before
continuing to global fixation.
APPENDIX D
Stopping Waves
The island-mainland model can be analyzed with simple algebra. We will outline the derivations and heuristic arguments
relevant to our results for two demes, the stepping-stone model, and diffusion approximations for barriers in continuous
space.
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Two Demes
Consider two demes with symmetric migration at rate m. We seek the maximum migration rate that can produce a
stable equilibrium at which one deme is near and the other near . Flor et al. (2007) considered thispp 0 pp 1
question for cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI), and Engelsta¨dter and Telschow (2009) review several related CI models.
If we denote the frequencies of the favored variant in the two demes p1 and p2, the equilibria satisfy
0p 2M(p  p ) p q (p  q  a), (D1a)2 1 1 1 1 1
0p 2M(p  p ) p q (p  q  a), (D1b)1 2 2 2 2 2
where, as in equation (29), and is the scaled migration rate. For sufficiently low migration,q p 1 p Mp m/(2s)i i
the favored type can always be stably maintained at low frequency in one deme and high frequency in the other (Karlin
and MacGregor 1972).
To obtain the critical value of M, we simultaneously solve the equations for the equilibrium allele frequencies (eqq.
[D1]) and set to 0 the determinant of the matrix that determines stability of these equilibria (corresponding to passing
from stability to instability when 0 becomes an eigenvalue of the stability matrix). If we let ,f(p)p pq(p q a)
with , and use the abbreviations , , and , the equations to be solved are′ ′qp 1 p f p f(p ) f p f (p ) Dp p  pi i i i 1 2
2MDp f p f , (D2a)2 1
′ ′ ′ ′2M(f  f )p f f .1 2 1 2
(D2b)
If we set , these equations are satisfied whenqp p  p  11 2
a f
qp   ,
3 6
1
2 2Dp 4(3 a ) 5f ,
6
1 D q
p p , (D3)1 2
1 D q
p p ,2 2
where . From equation (D2a),1/3 2 1/3fp a (9 a )
f 12 2 2/3 2 2/3[ ]M p p 3 a  a (9 a ) , (D4)crit 2D 36
which is ∼ for (i.e., for ) and ∼ for .2 2/3ˆ ˆ(1 a)/16 a ∼ 1 M ∼ p /4 p ∼ 0 [(1/12) (a/3) /4] a ∼ 0crit
As shown in figure D1, for , Mcrit is only slightly higher thanpˆ ≤ 0.4
2 2
ˆ(1 a) p∗M p p , (D5)
16 4
which is the value of Mcrit obtained from the island-mainland analysis when the island initially lacks the favored variant.
If , leads to fixation of the favored variant in both demes, whereas if and , theˆ ˆp ≤ 0.2 M 1 0.01 pp 0.3 M ≤ 0.02
unfavored variant is maintained. In contrast, in the Fisherian case ( ), both demes always fix the favored variantpˆp 0
for any .m 1 0
Stepping-Stone of Discrete Demes with
Nearest-Neighbor Migration
We again assume the cubic model (eq. [3]) and consider an infinite array of demes, each of which exchanges migrants
at rate with its two neighbors. Thus, although the total immigration rate is m for each deme, the rate of exchangem/2
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for adjacent demes is only half that of the two-deme model. The analogue of the scaled one-dimensional partial
differential equation (eq. [12]) is a set of coupled ordinary differential equations:
dpi p M(p  2p  p ) p q (p  q  a), (D6)i1 i i1 i i i idT
where pi denotes the frequency of the favored variant in deme i, , , and is the scaledq p 1 p Tp st Mp 2s/mi i
migration rate.
This model was analyzed by Barton (1979a) in the limit when a was near 0, so that is near . Barton (1979a)pˆ 1/2
estimated the critical a needed to overcome the pinning effect as a function of scaled deme spacing, defined by
, which was assumed to be small; that is, he sought a lower bound on a consistent with wave movement1/2p 1/M
for a fixed small value of e. Rewriting Barton’s (1979a) lower bound on a as an upper bound on , denoted , yields∗ˆ ˆp p
1∗ 5 2 2
ˆ ( )p p  64p M exp 2p M . (D7)
2
Note that for each fixed , the curve (D7) approximates Mcrit, the lower bound on M consistent with wave movement.pˆ
For smaller values of M, a much simpler approximation is available. When the migration rate is insufficient for
wave propagation, the natural “stalled wave” can be described by having in all the demes to the left of somep p 1i
point but for all demes to the right. For migration just sufficient to start wave motion, the interaction of thep p 0i
two adjacent demes with and dominates (Lande 1985). This is the two-deme case just considered. Ifp p 1 p p 0i i1
we take into account that the migration rate between adjacent demes is in this model instead of m, as in the two-m/2
deme case, this heuristic approximation for Mcrit is simply
2 2
ˆ(1 a) p∗M p p . (D8)
8 2
Figure D2 compares the analytical approximations (D7) and (D8) with numerically determined values of Mcrit. As in
the two-deme case, approximation (D8) slightly underestimates the true critical migration rate, but it is extremely
accurate for . In contrast, approximation (D7) is very accurate for , corresponding to . Givenˆ ˆp ≤ 0.35 M ≥ 0.4 p 1 0.495
that wave movement is expected to be extremely slow in this case, we focus on the simpler approximation (D8). The
accuracy of this approximation indicates that our simple island and two-deme calculations provide useful insight into
the conditions for wave movement in one-dimensional stepping-stone models. What is surprising is that “nearest-
neighbor” effects dominate up to . For general mathematical results on spatially discrete models, see Chowpˆp 0.35
and Mallet-Paret (1995).
Wave-Stopping Local Barriers in Continuous Space
We will present a derivation of the critical barrier strength. We illustrate the case of cubic , for which key integralsf(p)
can be explicitly calculated, but the method applies to arbitrary . To understand the consequences of local barriers,f(p)
one must relate the discontinuity in variant frequencies across a barrier to the gradients on either side. We consider
equation (B5), the general version of the scaled equation (12). If the wave is trapped by a barrier at X0, .p/Tp 0
Proceeding as in appendix B (and Haldane 1948), we multiply equation (B5) by and integrate to infinity onp/X
either side of the barrier. We assume that the variant frequency is p0 to the left of the barrier and p1 to the right and
that as , as , and as .p(X) r 0 X r – p(X) r 1 X r  p/X r 0 X r
Integrating to the left of X0,
X X0 0
2
1  p p
dX f(p) dXp 0. (D9) ( )2 X X X
 
The first term is half the square of the gradient , approaching X0 from the left. We denote this gradient .
2p/X G (p )L 0
The second term is . For the scaled cubic, so thatp0 f(p)dp f(p)p p(1 p)(2p 1 a)∫0
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2p02G (p )p p q  a 1 , (D10)L o 0 0 ( )3
where . Similarly, the analogue of equation (D9), integrating to the right, produces an expression for theq p 1 p0 0
gradient to the right of the barrier, . For the scaled cubic,12G (p )p 2 f(p)dp∫pR 1 1
a
2 ( )G (p )p q p  1 2p . (D11)R 1 1 1 13
Note that in general
1
2 2G (p) G (p)p 2 f(p)dp; (D12)R L 
0
for the cubic, this is . The function also appears in the potential H described in appendix B. Ifp2a/3 G (p)p f(y)dy∫L
we assume symmetric dispersal, the gradients on either side of the barrier must be equal; let .Gp G (p )p G (p )L o R 1
Given definition (34) of barrier strength B, the value of B that is just sufficient to stop the wave must be the minimum
value that satisfies
Dp p  p1 0Bp p . (D13)
G G
The key to applying this condition is interpreting equation (D13) as a function of G. This function can be understood
by plotting and against p. Given equation (D12), these functions have identical shapes, with displaced2 2 2G (p) G (p) G (p)R L R
above by a positive constant. This implies that uniquely specifies a value of2G (p) G (p )p G (p )p G Dpp p L L o R 1 1
(we assume ) for each value of G2 between 0 and the maximum of over . We seek the value2p p 1 p G (p) 0 ! p ! 10 1 0 L
of G that minimizes equation (D13). It must be found numerically even if and can be expressed analyticallyG (p ) G (p )L o R 1
as in equation (D12). The numerical solutions are shown in figure 5 for the cubic and CI models.
In the main text, we present numerically determined approximations for the barrier strength when a is near 0 or
1. For , the unstable equilibrium is near , and the wave is only weakly “pushed.” Hence, we expect that aa K 1 1/2
small barrier will stop it and that . In this case, . Conversely, when , theˆp ≈ p ≈ 1/2 B ≈ 9ap 18(1/2 p) a K 10 1 crit
unstable point is near 0. In this case, an extreme barrier is needed to stop wave movement, and we expect andp ≈ 00
. For the cubic case, we numerically found .3/2 3/2ˆp ≈ 1 B ≈ 3.3(1 a) ≈ 1.2p1 crit
Figure D1: Solid line shows the critical value, Mcrit, of the scaled
migration rate ( ) below which a favored equilibrium canMp m/(2s)
be trapped in one of two demes, plotted against the unstable equi-
librium for the cubic model (eq. [3]). Note that for , Mcritˆ ˆp p ≤ 0.35
is only very slightly higher than (dashed line).∗ 2ˆM p p /4
Figure D2: Dots show the numerically determined critical values,
Mcrit, of the scaled migration rate ( ) needed to
2Mp m/(2s)p 1/
allow movement along a linear stepping-stone of demes, plotted
against the unstable equilibrium frequency for the cubic modelpˆ
(eq. [3]). Dotted curve is the approximation obtained∗ 2ˆM p p /2
from our two-deme analysis (eq. [D8]), which is accurate for pˆ ≤
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; solid curve shows approximation (D7) from Barton (1979a),0.35
which is accurate for .pˆ ∼ 0.5
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